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PPrreeffaaccee  

AO Configuration Client is designed to define what HP NonStop system objects, such as CPUs, 

Disks, Files and Processes you would like to monitor. It allows you to set the attributes to be 

monitored for each object. You define the desired state of an object in operation, and what should 

be considered an unusual or undesirable state for the object. 

The AO Configuration Client Guide gives you information about the product and the instructions 

for using its components. Designed to meet the practical needs of the HP NonStop environment, 

this guide explains the concepts behind AO and illustrates all the facets of the software. This 

guide contains all the information necessary to understand AO and to use it effectively to solve 

your HP NonStop Enterprise Management issues. 
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Configuration Client Guide Preface 

BBeeffoorree  YYoouu  BBeeggiinn  
Before reading the documentation, you are expected to have a basic understanding of the 

Windows Operating System, as well as the HP NonStop environment. 

WWhhoo  SShhoouulldd  RReeaadd  TThhiiss  GGuuiiddee  
The target audiences for the AO Configuration Client Guide are the people working in the 

systems operation/support groups, responsible for using AO for managing the HP NonStop 

systems. 

GGooaallss  ooff  DDooccuummeennttaattiioonn  
After reading the AO Configuration Client Guide, you should know the following information. 

• To navigate through the various menu options and screens. 

• Understanding various features of AO Configuration Client. 

• To configure AO Configuration Client. 

• The step-by-step procedure that corresponds to the task that you want to perform. 
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UUssiinngg  tthhiiss  MMaannuuaall  
The manual is organized as follows: 

Sr. No. Name Description 

Chapter 1. AO Configuration Client: The 

Interface 

Gives detailed reference for the various 

components of the AO Configuration Client 

GUI. 

Chapter 2. AO Configuration Client: The 

Understanding 

Gives information about the concepts related 

to the AO Configuration Client. 

Chapter 3. Configuring AO Configuration 

Client 

Covers the procedures to configure AO 

Configuration Client. 

Chapter 4. Working with AO Configuration 

Client 

Gives instructions for using the various 

features, such as creating a threshold 

configuration, of the AO Configuration Client. 

Appendix A. Subsystems Managed Provides a list of subsystems managed by 

AO. 

Appendix B. EMS Message Handling Gives an example of setting up an EMS 

threshold. 

Appendix C. OSS Log Handling Gives an example of setting up an OSS 

threshold. 

Appendix D. NetBatch Monitoring Describes how to set up NetBatch EMS 

thresholds to monitor jobs in Progress and 

jobs that Abended. 

Appendix E. Default Policies Gives a list of pre-configured policies. 

Appendix F. Substitution Parameters Gives a list of substitution parameters or 

macros supplied by ESQ. 
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CCoonnvveennttiioonnss  
The manual uses the following conventions: 

Sr. No. Convention Name Conventions Used 

1. Notes NNoottee::  Gives additional information.   

2. Warnings   Gives warning message. 

3. References to other guides or 

chapters 
 Link to guides or chapters. 
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DDooccuummeennttaattiioonn  MMAAPP  
AO 3.3.1 provides a set of documents that help you to use and understand the product and its 

components. This section describes what information is available and where you can find it. 

 You can refer to the AO 3.3.1 Release Document for details on the AO 3.3.1 release 

highlights. 

NNoottee::    In addition to AO 3.3.1 documentation, related OpenNET products provide a 

comprehensive set of manuals that help you to use the products and improve your 

understanding of the underlying concepts. 

This section provides an overview of the printed manuals and their contents. 

AO Concepts Guide

Explains AO features, functions, benefits, architecture, and data flow. 

AO 3.3.1 User and Installation Guide

Explains how to install and configure AO components. Describes the AO Host Installation Client 

and Host Management Client interfaces. Also includes information about using AO in conjunction 

with OpenNET Adapters along with AO utilities and troubleshooting. 

AO Configuration Client Guide

Explains the AO Configuration Client interface and the instructions on how to use it effectively. 

AO Live Guide

Explains the AO Live interface and the instructions on how to use it effectively. 

Console Guide

Explains the Console interface and the instructions on how to use it effectively. 

ObjectMAP Guide

Explains the ObjectMAP interface and the instructions on how to use it effectively. 

Reporter Guide

Explains the Reporter interface and the instructions on how to use it effectively. 

AO Threshold Policies Guide

Provides information on AO threshold policies and recovery methods. 
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1.  AAOO  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonn  CClliieenntt::  TThhee  IInntteerr

This chapter covers the various AO Configuration Client interface components, such 

and toolbars. 

ESQ Business Services, Inc. 
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Configuration Client Guide AO Configuration Client: The Interface 

 
Figure 1-1: AO Configuration Client GUI 

AAOO  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonn  CClliieenntt  WWiinnddooww  
The AO Configuration Client window is divided into the following three panes. 

• Object Class Pane 

Object Class is the vertical pane on the left side of the window displaying a list of object 

classes. The order in which an object class is displayed is TANDEM 

HOST.NODE.SUBSYSTEM.OBJECT TYPE. The objects are displayed in a tree view that 

lists the various nodes configured along with the subsystems. 

• Threshold or Configuration Pane 

This is the first horizontal pane in the upper right side of the window, which lists all the 

thresholds configured for a selected object type. 

• Objects Pane 

This is the lower right horizontal pane, which lists all the objects corresponding to a 

selected threshold in the Threshold pane. 
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MMeennuu  BBaarr  

 
Figure 1-2: AO Configuration Client Menu Bar 

The first bar at the top of the window is the Menu bar, giving access to various menus. The 

menus available are File, Threshold, Edit, Monitoring, Recovery, View, Tools, and Help. 

TToooollbbaarr  

 
Figure 1-3: AO Configuration Client Toolbar 

The Toolbar is displayed at the top of the window, below the Menu bar. It consists of various 

icons, which are shortcuts to some of the frequently used commands in the various menus. You 

can display or hide it by selecting the Toolbar option in the View menu. It is a dock-able bar, 

which means that it can be positioned anywhere you want on the screen. The various icons are 

enabled or disabled depending on the selections made in the panes. 

MMoonniittoorriinngg  BBaarr  

 
Figure 1-4: AO Configuration Client Monitoring Bar 

The Monitoring bar is displayed below the Toolbar. You can display or hide it by selecting the 

Monitoring Bar option in the View menu. It is a dock-able bar. The bar consists of various icons, 

which are shortcuts to the frequently used commands in the Monitoring and Recovery menus. 

Along with the icons, it gives you the option to select HP NonStop nodes using the Node box. 

The various icons are enabled or disabled depending on the selections made in the panes and 

the conditions specified. 
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SSttaattuuss  BBaarr  

 
Figure 1-5: AO Configuration Client Status Bar 

The Status bar can be seen at the base of window. The Status bar can be divided into three 

areas, which offer the following information. 

• Left Area 

In this area, tips are provided on various menu options and icons present on the toolbars, 

along with other status messages. 

• Middle Area 

In this area, the status of the action executed is displayed. 

• Right Area 

This area shows whether the local AO application is registered with the local Elink. 

MMeennuuss  
The various menus available on the menu bar are as follows: 

• File 

• Threshold 

• Edit 

• Monitoring 

• Recovery  

• View  

• Tools 

• Help 
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FFiillee  MMeennuu  

 
Figure 1-6: AO Configuration Client File Menu 

This is the first menu on the Menu bar. The various options available in this menu are: 

• Enable Offline Support 

This option is used to enable or disable the offline mode. When enabled, the Offline 

mode makes it possible to review the thresholds that can be configured without 

connecting to the backend. Any thresholds added while working in the offline mode will 

be ignored. A message Please disable Offline Support and Retry will be displayed on the 

left side of the Status bar if you try to create or modify thresholds in the offline mode. 

• Exit 

This option is used to exit the AO Configuration Client application. 

TThhrreesshhoolldd  MMeennuu  

 
Figure 1-7: AO Configuration Client Threshold Menu 

The Threshold menu includes options related to threshold configurations and objects, such as 

creating new threshold configurations, modifying existing ones, and deleting objects. The 

shortcuts for most of the commands in the Threshold menu are available on the Toolbar. 
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The various options available in the Threshold menu are as follows: 

• New Config 

This option is used to create a new threshold configuration. Clicking on this option 

displays the Threshold dialog box in which the specifications for the threshold like the 

Subsystem and Object Type can be specified. 

• List Config 

This option is used to list all the threshold configurations for the selected subsystem. The 

list is displayed in the Threshold pane. Clicking on this option displays the List Config 

dialog box, in which the details of the thresholds to be listed are specified. 

 
Figure 1-8: AO Configuration Client List Config Dialog Box 

• Modify Config 

This option is used to access the Modify Configuration / Object dialog box. This allows 

you to modify the configuration settings for an existing threshold. 

• Delete Config 

This option is used to delete threshold(s). 

• List Objects 

This option is used to list all the objects corresponding to a threshold configuration. This 

option is especially useful in case the threshold was created using wildcard characters. 

• Stop Listing Objects 

You can use this option to stop the listing of objects. This option is enabled only for the 

period when the command for listing objects is being executed. As soon as the listing is 

complete or is stopped, the option is disabled. 
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• Modify Object 

This option is used to access the Modify Configuration / Object dialog box, using which 

you can modify the configuration settings for the object. 

• Delete Object 

This option is used to delete the selected object(s). 

• Add New Object 

This option allows you to add new objects to an existing threshold without using the Auto 

Maintenance feature. New objects can be added irrespective of the template set for the 

threshold. 

 
Figure 1-9: AO Configuration Client Add User Object Dialog Box 
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EEddiitt  MMeennuu  

 
Figure 1-10: AO Configuration Client Edit Menu 

Edit is the third menu on the menu bar. The option available in the Edit menu is: 

• Find Object 

If you have numerous objects defined within a threshold, you may find it difficult to locate 

a specific object in the List Objects display in the Objects pane. Use the Find Object 
option to display the Find Object dialog box. 

 
Figure 1-11: AO Configuration Client Find Object Dialog Box 

MMoonniittoorriinngg  MMeennuu  

 
Figure 1-12: AO Configuration Client Monitoring Menu 

This is the fourth menu on the Menu bar. This has various commands related to controlling 

monitoring at different levels. The shortcuts for the options in this menu are available on the 

Monitoring bar and in the right-click menus of the Threshold and the Objects pane. 
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The various options available in the Monitoring menu are: 

• Activate Node Monitoring 

Clicking on this option activates monitoring for ALL the systems and subsystems. This 

reactivates monitoring for the entire threshold flagged for active monitoring. It does not 

change the status of the thresholds configured for inactive monitoring. This option is 

enabled only when the overall monitoring is inactive. 

• Inactivate Node Monitoring 

Clicking on this option inactivates monitoring for ALL the systems and subsystems. This 

command inactivates all the thresholds flagged for active monitoring. This option is 

enabled if the overall monitoring is active. If this option is selected, all the objects will be 

displayed in blue color as unmanaged in AO Live. 

• Activate Config Monitoring 

This option is used to activate monitoring for the selected threshold configuration(s) only. 

It activates monitoring for all the objects under the selected threshold(s), which are 

flagged for active monitoring. This option is enabled only if monitoring is inactive for the 

selected threshold(s). 

• Inactivate Config Monitoring 

This option is used to inactivate monitoring for the selected threshold configuration(s) 

only. It inactivates monitoring for all the objects under the selected threshold(s), which 

are flagged for active monitoring. This option is enabled only if monitoring is active for the 

selected threshold(s). 

• Activate Object Monitoring 

Clicking on this option activates monitoring for the selected object(s) in the Objects pane. 

This option is enabled only if the monitoring for the selected object(s) is inactive. 

• Inactivate Object Monitoring 

Clicking on this option inactivates monitoring for the selected object(s) in the Objects 

pane. This option is enabled only if the monitoring for the selected object(s) is active. 

ESQ Business Services, Inc. 14
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RReeccoovveerryy  MMeennuu  

 
Figure 1-13: AO Configuration Client Recovery Menu 

The next menu on the menu bar is the Recovery menu. It has the options related to the recovery 

operations at various levels. The shortcuts for the various options in this menu are available as 

icons on the Monitoring bar and in the right-click menus of the Threshold and the Objects panes. 

The various options available on the Recovery menu are as follows: 

• Activate Config Recovery 

This option is used to activate recovery for the selected threshold(s). This option will only 

be enabled in case recovery is inactive for the selected threshold(s). 

• Inactivate Config Recovery 

This option is used to inactivate recovery for the selected threshold(s). This option will 

only be enabled in case recovery is active for the selected threshold(s). 

• Activate Object Recovery 

This option is used to activate recovery for the selected object(s). This option will only be 

enabled in case recovery is inactive for the selected object(s). 

• Inactivate Object Recovery 

This option is used to inactivate recovery for the selected object(s). This option will only 

be enabled in case recovery is active for the selected object(s). 
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VViieeww  MMeennuu  

 
Figure 1-14: AO Configuration Client View Menu 

The various options available in the View menu are: 

• Toolbar 

This option enables you to toggle between the displayed and hidden modes of Toolbar. 

• Status Bar 

This option enables you to toggle between the displayed and hidden modes of the Status 

bar. 

• Monitoring Bar 

This option enables you to toggle between the displayed and hidden modes of the 

Monitoring bar. 

• Split 

This option enables you to resize the various panes. 
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TToooollss  MMeennuu  

 
Figure 1-15: AO Configuration Client Tools Menu 

The Tools menu offers the following options: 

• Managed Subsystems 

This option displays the Managed Subsystems dialog box, using which you can select 

the subsystems to be configured. 

• Synchronize Nodes Config 

This eases the configuration process across multiple workstations in a multiple node 

environment. An existing Elink configuration file can be imported into the new 

environment and it will automatically define node entries to Elink and the system registry. 

• Launch AO LIVE 

This option launches the AO Live application. 

• Mail Agent 

The Mail Agent option displays the Mail Agent menu, which includes various options to 

configure the Mail agent. 

The various options available in the Mail Agent menu are: 

• Setup 

The Setup option allows you to configure the Mail agent. Clicking on the option 

displays the Mail Options dialog box. 
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• Start 

This option is used to start the Mail agent. The option is disabled by default, as the 

Mail Agent is activated when you launch AO. 

• Stop 

You can use this option to manually inactivate the Mail agent. 

• Page Agent 

The Page Agent option displays the Page Agent menu, which includes various options to 

configure the Page agent. 

The various options available in the Page Agent menu are: 

• Setup 

The Setup option allows you to configure the Page agent. Clicking on this option 

displays the Configure Page Agent dialog box. 

• Start 

This option is used to start the Page agent. 

• Stop 

Use this option to stop the Page agent. 

• Start Elink 

This option is used to start the Elink process. 

• Stop Elink 

This option allows you to stop the Elink. You can also execute this command using the 

Stop Elink icon on the Toolbar. 

• Clear Windows 

Using this option, you can clear the Threshold and Objects pane. This option only clears 

the window and does not delete any information from the memory. 

• Options 

Clicking on Options displays the Options dialog box. This dialog box can be used to 

configure Authentication and Startup options. Using this dialog box, AO can be 

configured to save the settings for Threshold and Alerts. 
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HHeellpp  MMeennuu  

 
Figure 1-16: AO Configuration Client Help Menu 

The Help menu offers the following options: 

• Help Topics 

This option provides you help on various features of AO Configuration Client. 

• About 

This option provides the version number of the AO software and the copyright and 

license information. It also lists the contact numbers and the e-mail address for technical 

support. 

NNoottee::    The various options and icons will be enabled or disabled depending on the selections 

made in the various panes. For example, the options related to modifying thresholds will 

be enabled only when you select the threshold to be modified in the Threshold pane. 
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TToooollbbaarr  aanndd  MMoonniittoorriinngg  BBaarr  IIccoonnss  

TToooollbbaarr  

S. No Toolbar Icons Menu Options Menu 

1. 
 

New Config Threshold 

2. 
 

List Config Threshold 

3. 
 

Modify Config Threshold 

4. 
 

Delete Config Threshold 

5. 
 

List Objects Threshold 

6. 
 

Stop Listing Objects Threshold 

7. 
 

Modify Object Threshold 

8. 
 

Delete Object Threshold 

9. 
 

Find Object Edit 

10. 
 

Managed Subsystems Tools 

11. 
 

Mail Agent - Start Tools 

12. 
 

Mail Agent - Stop Tools 

13. 
 

Start Elink Tools 

14. 
 

Stop Elink Tools 

15. 
 

Synchronize Nodes Config Tools 

16. 
 

Launch AO Live Tools 

17. 
 

Help Topics Help 
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MMoonniittoorriinngg  BBaarr  

S. No Monitoring Bar Icons Menu Option Menu 

1. 
 

Activate Monitoring Monitoring 

2. 
 

Inactivate Monitoring Monitoring 

3. 
 

Activate Config Monitoring Monitoring 

4. 
 

Inactivate Config Monitoring Monitoring 

5. 
 

Activate Config Recovery Recovery 

6. 
 

Inactivate Config Recovery Recovery 

7. 
 

Activate Object Monitoring Monitoring 

8. 
 

Inactivate Object Monitoring Monitoring 

9. 
 

Activate Object Recovery Recovery 

10. 
 

Inactivate Object Recovery Recovery 

Node Box: 

 
Figure 1-17: AO Configuration Client Monitoring Bar Node Box 

Along with the various icons, the Monitoring bar also has the Node box using which you can 

select the HP NonStop node to be monitored. The tree structure in the Object Class pane 

depends on the selection made in the Node box. 
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RRiigghhtt--CClliicckk  MMeennuuss  
AO provides the right-click feature in its interfaces, which makes it user-friendly. Right-click 

menus are provided in various panes, which have some of the most frequently accessed 

commands along with other commands specific to the selection made. To access the right-click 

menus, you need to make a selection in the pane and then right-click on it. 

OObbjjeecctt  CCllaassss  PPaannee  

 
Figure 1-18: AO Configuration Client Object Class Pane Right-Click Menu 

The right-click menu available through the Object Class pane is displayed above. It has only one 

option, List All Configurations. You need to select an Object Type from the tree structure in the 

Object Class pane and then right-click on it to access this menu. 

• List All Configurations 

This command is used to list all the thresholds configured for the selected Object Type. 

The list is displayed in the Threshold pane. This is a shortcut for the List Config option in 

the Threshold menu. 

TThhrreesshhoolldd  PPaannee  

 
Figure 1-19: AO Configuration Client Threshold Pane Right-Click Menu 

The menu displayed above is the right-click menu of the Threshold pane. Right-click on a 

selected threshold configuration in the Threshold pane to access this menu. 
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The various options in this menu are: 

• View Config Detail 

Using this option, you can check the conditions specified for the selected threshold 

configuration. Clicking on this option displays the Configuration / Object Detail dialog 

box. Modifications cannot be made using this dialog box, as only the Cancel button is 

enabled. The OK and the Apply buttons are disabled. 

 
Figure 1-20: AO Configuration Client Configuration / Object Detail Dialog Box 

• Modify Config 

This option is used to access the Modify Configuration / Object dialog box, using which 

you can modify the configuration settings for the selected threshold configuration. It is a 

shortcut for the Modify Config option in the Threshold menu. 

• Delete Config 

The deletion of selected threshold configurations can be made using this option. It is a 

shortcut for the Delete Config option in the Threshold menu. 

• List Config 

This option is used to list configurations. 
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• List Objects 

Use this option to list all the objects under the selected threshold configuration. The list is 

displayed in the Objects pane. This is a shortcut for the List Objects option in the 

Threshold menu. 

• Monitoring Active 

This option is used to activate monitoring for the selected threshold configuration(s) only. 

It activates monitoring for all the objects under the selected threshold(s), which are 

flagged for active monitoring. This option is enabled only if monitoring is inactive for the 

selected threshold(s). This is a shortcut for the Activate Config Monitoring option in the 

Monitoring menu. 

• Monitoring Inactive 

This option is used to inactivate monitoring for the selected threshold configuration(s) 

only. It inactivates monitoring for all the objects under the selected threshold(s), which 

are flagged for active monitoring. This option is enabled only if monitoring is active for the 

selected threshold(s). This is a shortcut for the Inactivate Config Monitoring option in 

the Monitoring menu. 

• Recovery Active 

This option is used to activate recovery for the selected threshold(s). This option will only 

be enabled in case recovery is inactive for the selected threshold(s). This is a shortcut for 

the Activate Config Recovery option in the Recovery menu. 

• Recovery Inactive 

This option is used to inactivate recovery for the selected threshold(s). This option will 

only be enabled in case recovery is active for the selected threshold(s). This is a shortcut 

for the Inactivate Config Recovery option in the Recovery menu. 

• New Config 

This option can be used to create threshold configurations with settings similar to the 

selected threshold. 

• Add New Object 

Using this option, new objects can be added to an existing threshold without using the 

Auto Maintenance feature. This option enables you to add new objects irrespective of the 

template set for the threshold. This option is a shortcut to the Add New Object option in 

the Threshold menu. 
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OObbjjeeccttss  PPaannee  

 
Figure 1-21: AO Configuration Client Objects Pane Right-Click Menu 

The right-click menu of the Objects pane is displayed above. Selecting object(s) in the Objects 

pane and then right clicking on it can access this. 

The various options in this menu are as follows: 

• View Object Detail 

Using this option, you can check the conditions specified for the selected object. Clicking 

on this option displays the Configuration / Object Detail dialog box. Modifications 

cannot be made using this dialog box, as only the Cancel button is enabled. The OK and 

the Apply buttons are disabled. 

• Modify Object 

This option is used to do modifications for already created Objects. This is a shortcut for 

the Modify Object option in the Threshold menu. 

• Delete Object 

This option is used to delete the selected objects. This is a shortcut for the Delete Object 
option in the Threshold menu. 

• Monitoring Active 

Use this option to activate monitoring for the selected object(s). This option is enabled 

only if monitoring for the selected object(s) is inactive. It is a shortcut for the Activate 
Object Monitoring option in the Monitoring menu. 

• Monitoring Inactive 

This option is used to inactivate monitoring for the selected object(s). This option is 

enabled only if monitoring for the selected object(s) is active. It is a shortcut for the 

Inactivate Object Monitoring option in the Monitoring menu. 
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• Recovery Active 

Use this option to activate recovery for the selected object(s). This option is enabled only 

if recovery for the selected object(s) is inactive. It is a shortcut for the Activate Object 
Recovery option in the Recovery menu. 

• Recovery Inactive 

Use this option to inactivate recovery for the selected object(s). This option is enabled 

only if recovery for the selected object(s) is active. It is a shortcut for the Inactivate 
Object Recovery option in the Recovery menu. 
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AO Configuration Client is an interface, which enables you to create threshold configu

ensure monitoring and recovery for HP NonStop objects. This section covers th

concepts of AO Configuration Client. 
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MMaannaaggeedd  SSuubbssyysstteemmss  
The intuitive AO Configuration Client interface enables you to define sets of monitoring thresholds 

for each object. Each set is known as a Configuration or Threshold Configuration for that object. 

The first step in defining threshold configurations for one or more objects is to select the 

subsystems that you want to monitor for each HP NonStop node. You can select the subsystems 

and their object types using the Managed Subsystems dialog box. The dialog box is displayed 

when you start AO Configuration Client for the first time after installation. Only the subsystems 

selected in this dialog box are visible in AO Configuration Client. You can also access the dialog 

box using the Managed Subsystems option in the AO Configuration Client Tools menu. 

  
Figure 2-1: AO Configuration Client Managed Subsystems Dialog Box 

The first dialog box displays the subsystems, as they appear when they are not selected. The 

subsystems have been selected in the second dialog box. AO allows you to monitor most of the 

major HP NonStop subsystems. 

 Refer to Appendix A: Subsystems Managed for a list of all the predefined subsystems 

managed by AO. 

NNoottee::    In a multi-user environment, the subsystems will need to be configured individually for 

each user. For example, if user A configures subsystems CPU and DISK, they will not be 

visible to user B if he has not configured them. 
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AAuutthheennttiiccaattiioonn  &&  SSeeccuurriittyy  
AO provides security features, which make sure that only authorized users can access the AO 

database. Authentication is required for operations like creating, modifying or deleting 

configurations and objects. The Please Log-in dialog box is displayed below. 

 
Figure 2-2: AO Configuration Client Please Log-in Dialog Box 

You need to enter the user ID and the password in the UserID and Password boxes, 

respectively, to access the HP NonStop host. These values are pre-specified by the HP NonStop 

administrator. Click on the OK button after specifying the necessary details. The system checks 

for the authenticity of the information specified. In case the information is not correct, the Status 

area in the Please Log-in dialog box displays the message Invalid UserID or Password. 

Otherwise, you are logged on to the system. 

You can configure authentication information using the General tab page in the Options dialog 

box. To access this, click on the Options command in the Tools menu.  
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Figure 2-3: AO Configuration Client Options Dialog Box 

The Authentication area in the General tab page has the Session Timeout box and the Use 
common security check box. You can specify the time-out parameter for a particular session 

using the Session Timeout box. After the specified time, the system will logout and you will have 

to login again. The default value is 2 hours. 

In a multi-node environment, AO asks you to specify the user ID and password when you switch 

to a different HP NonStop Node or create/modify objects and thresholds. If you select the Use 
common security check box, you do not need to specify the user ID and the password again 

and again. This feature requires that your User ID and password be exactly the same on each 

node. 
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SScchheedduulliinngg  
AO allows you to organize object monitoring for a specified time period. The alert messages for 

object violations are sent according to the schedule fixed for a particular threshold. The schedule 

can be specified while creating a threshold configuration using the Schedule dialog box. You can 

access the Schedule dialog box using the Schedule button in the Threshold dialog box. 

 
Figure 2-4: AO Configuration Client Schedule Dialog Box 

By default, the AO monitoring will poll the system for violations every 5 minutes, 24 hours a day, 

and 7 days a week. Use the Schedule dialog box to specify a schedule according to your 

business requirements. 

The default Poll Interval value is 5 minutes. This means that the AO monitoring process on the 

HP NonStop host will check for object state changes every 5 minutes. The unit for Poll Interval 

can be changed from minutes to seconds or hours. The frequency can also be changed within the 

range of 01 to 59, giving a possible range of 1 second to 59 hours for the time between violation 

checks. 

The daily default Start Time and Stop Time are 00:00 and 23:59, respectively. This indicates 

that AO monitoring will be active throughout the day, based on the HP NonStop system time. You 

can enter a different monitoring start time and stop time by entering the appropriate hours and 

minutes in the Start Time and Stop Time boxes, respectively. Using the Start Time and Stop 

Time options and creating separate threshold records allows monitoring of the same object for 

different thresholds during different periods. Other uses would be to monitor the same object for 

the same threshold, but for discrete periods, or on different days by making two different 

threshold configurations. 

By default the thresholds are monitored continuously seven days a week using the All check box 

in the Days group box. You can select specific days using the check boxes for different days of 

the week. 
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MMoonniittoorriinngg  
The AO Monitoring gateway is responsible for the overall monitoring. When the AO backend is 

started, the monitoring gateway will start monitoring every object in the database that is ACTIVE. 

Monitoring is inactivated by default when a new threshold is created. When any object’s 

monitoring is started, AO forwards the appropriate commands to the AO Monitoring Gateway, 

which further reads the information from the Objects database and starts the monitoring process. 

The HP NonStop host will do the monitoring as per the checks specified in the threshold 

configuration. 

The initial monitoring status of the configuration can be specified using the Monitoring box in the 

Threshold dialog box while creating a threshold configuration. 

 
Figure 2-5: AO Configuration Client Threshold Dialog Box with Monitoring Box 
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The objects can be in two different states. The two different states are as follows: 

• Active 

This option activates monitoring for the objects that are to be monitored at a particular 

time of the day. AO polls each configured object to check for any violations. 

• Inactive 

This option inactivates monitoring for the objects that are not to be monitored at present. 

That is to say, that AO will temporarily stop polling the configured objects for any 

violations. This is the default option. 

First, the HP NonStop host checks for the value in the Monitoring box. It will proceed with 

monitoring only in case the value has been set as Active. If the value in the Monitoring box is 

Inactive, it will skip monitoring for that object and move on to the next one. 

Next, it checks for the parameters like Poll Interval set in the Schedule dialog box when a 

threshold was being created. Depending on the values specified in this dialog box, it will proceed 

with the appropriate actions assigned for that object. 

 Refer to the Scheduling section for more details on the various parameters in the Schedule 

dialog box. 

NNoottee::    Inactivating the monitoring is considered as a Pause in the monitoring process. This 

means that AO will stop monitoring and issuing events for the objects in the Violation 

State and the database will not be modified. If at the time of inactivation the object was in 

a violation state, the state after activation will be the same as before inactivation, even 

though the object could be in a different state now. This situation will be in effect until the 

next poll interval. This is applicable for inactivating monitoring at the object, configuration 

and system levels. 
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Monitoring can be specified at three different levels, the overall monitoring of the Node, the 

Threshold level, and the Object level. The commands through which you can configure 

monitoring can be accessed using the Monitoring menu, the Monitoring bar and the right-click 

menus of the Threshold and the Objects pane. 

Node Level Monitoring 

You can configure the overall monitoring of all the subsystems by using the Activate Node 
Monitoring and the Inactivate Node Monitoring commands. These can be accessed from the 

Monitoring menu and the Monitoring bar. Only one of the two options, Activate Node Monitoring 

or Inactivate Node Monitoring is enabled at a given time. Selecting any one of the options 

automatically disables the other. 

Threshold Level Monitoring 

Monitoring for a selected threshold and all its corresponding objects can be configured using the 

commands on the Monitoring menu (Activate Config Monitoring, Inactivate Config 
Monitoring), the Monitoring bar (Activate Configuration Monitoring, Inactivate Configuration 
Monitoring), and the right-click menu of the Threshold pane (Monitoring Active, Monitoring 

Inactive). Only one of the two options, activating or inactivating is enabled at a given time. 

Selection of one option disables the other. 

Object Level Monitoring 

You can configure the monitoring of selected Object(s) by using the Activate Object Monitoring 

and the Inactivate Object Monitoring commands in the Monitoring menu and on the Monitoring 

bar. This action can also be performed using the Monitoring Active and Monitoring Inactive 

commands in the right-click menu of the Objects pane. Only one of the two options, activating or 

inactivating is enabled at a given time. Selection of one option deactivates the other. 
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EEssccaallaattiioonnss  
Once thresholds are defined, AO continuously and automatically monitors your chosen system 

resources and system objects. If a violation is detected, indicating that a system object is no 

longer in the desired operational state, AO immediately triggers pre-programmed action(s). Pre-

programmed actions can include: generation of an EMS event message, transmission of e-mail 

and page alerts to support personnel and/or execution of automated recovery scripts to correct 

the original fault. You choose the type of action you want to execute for each violation. The 

escalation details can be specified using the Actions dialog box, which can be accessed using 

the Actions button in the Threshold dialog box. 

 
Figure 2-6: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box 
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The various types of escalations have been described in this section. 

EEMMSS  AAlleerrttss  
AO allows you to generate EMS alerts in response to threshold violations. This feature is enabled 

by default. EMS alerts can be configured using the Alert tab page in the Actions dialog box.  

 
Figure 2-7: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box Alert Tab Page 

The Exception section of the Alert tab page allows you to tailor the Exception and Escalation 

event messages. The Severity box allows you to set the internal AO severity levels as Critical, 
which is the default severity level, Major, Minor, or Warning for the Exception and Escalation 

messages generated in response to the threshold violations. Severity is shown in the EMS 

message and is denoted by a particular color for a violation in AO Live and ObjectMAP.  

You determine how frequently the Exception Event should be generated using the Repeat Every 

box. The default value is 9 minutes, but the unit can be changed to seconds or hours and the 

required frequency value can be entered as desired, from 00 to 59. Entering a value of 00 allows 

only a single Escalation Event to be generated. The polling interval specified in the Schedule 

dialog box determines how often AO checks the object state when the object is in the normal 

state.  
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The Repeat Every interval determines how often the violation message is generated. The object 

will always be checked based on the polling interval. So if the polling interval is 5 minutes and the 

Repeat Every interval is 15 minutes, the object will be polled every 5 minutes regardless of its 

current state (normal or in violation). However, AO will only report it as in violation, once every 15 

minutes. As soon as it determines it is back to normal, it will generate a ‘back to normal’ EMS 

message. This feature is not currently available for EMS-driven thresholds. 

The selection of the Escalate check box determines when the first Escalation Event is generated 

after the initial violation, by specifying data in the Log Escalation Event After box. Once 

Escalation Events are being generated for a violation, Exception Events are no longer generated. 

The default value is 30 minutes, but the unit can be changed to seconds or hours and the 

required frequency value can also be specified, from 00 to 59. Entering a value of 00 allows only 

a single Escalation Event to be generated. This feature is not currently available for EMS-driven 

thresholds. 

You can classify object state and sub-state: 

• when the object is in the violation state  

• when the object comes back to its normal state 

This can be done using the State and sub-state on Violation and State and sub-state on 
Normal boxes, respectively. You can classify the state as UP or DOWN. The sub-state on 

violation can be OUT OF SERVICE, HARDWARE FAILURE, SOFTWARE FAILURE, AVG. 

QUALITY, LOW QUALITY or UN-SATISFACTORY. The sub-state on normal can be IN 

SERVICE, GOOD QUALITY, AVG. QUALITY, LOW QUALITY and SATISFACTORY. 

The Sound Audible Alarm box in the Alarms section can be used to select the alarm to be fired 

in case of violation, when the violation state is viewed in ObjectMAP. 

NNoottee::  In case of linked EMS thresholds, the DOWN object state is displayed in the ObjectMAP   
until an UP event is detected by AO. Once an UP event occurs, the DOWN state is 

deleted from ObjectMAP automatically. However, if the DOWN and UP states of the EMS 

thresholds are not linked then once the DOWN event is detected, it will be displayed in 

ObjectMAP and will not be deleted until a manual action is taken. 
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EE--MMaaiill  AAlleerrttss  
In case of a threshold violation, an e-mail alert can be sent by AO to the operations support staff. 

This is to notify the concerned people that manual corrective actions need to be taken. The Mail 
tab page in the Actions Dialog box is used to enable the e-mail alert feature and to configure the 

message to be sent in case of a threshold violation. AO also provides the facility of sending an e-

mail notification when the object state returns to normal. 

 
Figure 2-8: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box Mail Tab Page 

The e-mail feature is disabled by default. To enable e-mail escalations in case of a violation, you 

can use the Mail on Violation check box. Use the Mail on Normal check box to enable e-mail 

escalations when the object in violation returns to its normal state. After enabling the feature, if 

you deselect the check box, e-mail alerts will be suspended, but the data entered in the various 

boxes will be retained. This allows you to resume the e-mail alerts without re-entering the data. 

The Mail on escalation only check box can be used to enable the e-mail facility only when an 

escalation event is generated. E-mail alert will NOT be send on the initial violation. It will be sent 

only when the period for which the object has been in a violation state exceeds the Log 

Escalation Event After time period. 
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Use the To box to specify the e-mail addresses, profile names or the distribution list to whom the 

alerts should be sent. If multiple addresses are used, use commas and/or semicolons to separate 

them. The To box can accept 80 characters. It is mandatory to fill-out the information in this box. 

In the Subject box, you need to specify the subject for the e-mail. The text in this box should not 

exceed 40 characters. It is mandatory to specify the subject for a mail. 

The Repeat Count box allows you to specify the number of e-mail messages to be sent in case 

of a violation. These e-mail messages will be sent while the object remains in violation and the 

counter value will be cleared once the object goes to the normal state. If the object goes in a 

violation state again, e-mail messages will be sent until the Repeat Count value is reached. No e-

mail message will be sent if the Repeat Count value is set to 0 (zero). 

NNoottee::    The Repeat Count value does not apply to the EMS subsystem thresholds. In this case, 

e-mail messages will be sent to the specified recipients whenever a violation condition is 

met. 

The actual message text to be sent is specified in the Violation Message box in case of violation 

and the Normal Message box when the object comes back to the normal state. You can type a 

maximum of 256 characters in this box. 

The Mail Text supports a list of parameters or macros supplied by ESQ, which can be accessed 

using the Parameters list link. 

 For details refer to Appendix F: Substitution Parameters. 

These parameters are supported in the Violation Message, Normal Message and the Subject 

fields. The parameters are case insensitive and need to have the % symbol typed in both the 

sides as denoted. 

 Refer to Configuring Mail Agent for details on how to configure the mail agent in AO. 
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PPaaggee  AAlleerrttss  
You can also specify pager messages to be sent to the operations staff in case of a threshold 

violation and when the object returns to its normal state. The Page tab page in the Actions dialog 

box is used to enable the page alert feature and to configure the message to be sent in case of a 

violation. 

The Page tab page of the Actions dialog box has been displayed below: 

 
Figure 2-9: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box Page Tab Page 

The Page service is disabled by default. Selecting the Page on Violation check box enables the 

escalation of page alerts in case of a violation. The profile names can be specified separated by 

semi-colons in the To box. All the users in the profiles specified will be sent page notifications in 

case of a violation. Enter the number of messages that would be sent in the Repeat Count box. 

The message text can be specified in the Violation Message box. The Page on escalation only 

check box can be used to send page notifications only when an escalation event is generated. 

Select the Page on Normal check box if you want to send the page notifications after the Object 

State returns to normal. The message for the normal state can be specified using the Normal 
Message box. 
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You can use the Parameter list link in the Violation and the Normal Message boxes.  

 For details, refer to the Appendix F: Substitution Parameters. 

 Refer to Configuring Page Agent for details on how to configure the page agent in AO. 

RReeccoovveerryy  
One of the most important features of AO is Recovery, which triggers automated actions in case 

of a violation. You can define the recovery actions to be taken for different violation conditions. 

This feature is disabled by default and has to be enabled manually. Recovery can be activated or 

inactivated at the configuration and the object level using the AO Configuration Client. 

• Threshold Level Recovery 

To initiate recovery at the configuration level you can use the Activate Config Recovery 

and Inactivate Config Recovery options in the Recovery menu. These two options can 

also be accessed using the Activate Config Recovery and Inactivate Config Recovery 

icons on the Monitoring bar. 

• Object Level Recovery 

To activate or inactivate recovery at the object level you can use the Activate Object 
Recovery and Inactivate Object Recovery options in the Recovery menu. These 

options are also available as the Activate Object Recovery and Inactivate Object 
Recovery icons on the Monitoring bar. 
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Recovery can be enabled manually using the Action tab page in the Actions dialog box. 

 
Figure 2-10: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box Action Tab Page 

You can enable the various recovery features available after selecting any one of the given 

options other than None in the first Command box. The default value selected is None, which 

indicates that no recovery method will be triggered. The options available in this box depend upon 

the type of threshold being configured. You need to either specify the user-defined command to 

be triggered or the values according to the selection made in the Command box. 

You can use the Parameters list link to specify the user-defined commands. 

 For details, refer to Appendix F: Substitution Parameters. 

The Log section is used to determine the message to be generated if the recovery is successful 

or a failure. The three options available are None, User Text and Default. If you select None, no 

message will be generated. You can specify the text for the message by selecting the User Text 
option. If the Default option is selected, the default message specified at the backend is 

generated for a specific method. 
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You can schedule recovery 24 hours, seven days a week using the 24x7 option button in the 

Schedule section. Define a customized schedule using the User Defined option button, which 

enables the Schedule button. Clicking on Schedule displays the Schedule dialog box. Use the 

various options available on the Schedule dialog box to specify the recovery schedule. 

 
Figure 2-11: AO Configuration Client Recovery Schedule Dialog Box 

The default Delay Interval value is 5 minutes. This means that the AO recovery process on the 

HP NonStop host will check for object state changes every 5 minutes. The unit for Delay Interval 

can be changed from minutes to seconds or hours. The frequency can also be changed within the 

range of 01 to 59, giving a possible range of 1 second to 59 hours for the time between violation 

checks. 

The daily default Start Time and Stop Time are 00:00 and 23:59, respectively. This indicates 

that AO recovery will be active throughout the day, based on the HP NonStop system time. You 

can enter a different recovery start time and stop time by entering the appropriate hours and 

minutes in the Start Time and Stop Time boxes, respectively. By default the thresholds are 

recovered continuously seven days a week using the All check box in the Days group box. You 

can select specific days using the check boxes for different days of the week. Select the Next 
scheduled day check box to start recovery on the next day scheduled. 

You can activate or inactivate recovery using the Recovery box. Use the Audit box to enable or 

disable audit. The AO Audit facility allows the user to audit AO activity. The default audit file is 

PNAAUDIT. 

 For details on various recovery methods, refer to Chapter 3: Recovery Methods in the AO 

Threshold Policies Guide. 
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GGrroouupp  &&  SSuubbggrroouupp  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  ooff  OObbjjeeccttss  
AO allows the user to manage objects in groups and subgroups. This feature allows the user to 

escalate objects to the EMS or Enterprise Consoles based on their location or business 

significance. 

For instance, all processes belonging to an ATM system can have a group name of ATM and 

SNAX objects can have subgroup names of SNAX. In order to display objects that reported 

events on SNAX and belonging to the ATM group, the user can take action against the objects in 

the group. 

The Group tab page in the Objects Properties dialog box can be used to classify and organize 

objects into groups and sub-groups depending on the business requirements. The Object 
Properties dialog box can be accessed using the Object Properties link in the Threshold dialog 

box. 

 
Figure 2-12: AO Configuration Client Object Properties Dialog Box Group Tab Page 
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A default value will be used for Group/Subgroup unless a value is specified. The default value for 

Group is Subsystem Name, for example, ATP6100, BASE24. The default value for Subgroup is 

Object Type, for example, Line, Link, Process, Station, System. 

The object states of the user-defined Group and Sub-Group can be viewed using ObjectMAP. 

 For details refer to the ObjectMAP Guide. 

NNoottee::    The change in the monitoring and recovery status, active or inactive, for a 

group/subgroup only impacts the objects and not the main configuration. 

 The GROUP and THRESHOLD NAME specified on the ObjectMAP tab, must match to 

link the UP EMS message to the DOWN EMS message. Those values will be displayed 

as group/subgroup in ObjectMAP. 
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OObbjjeecctt  LLooccaattiioonn  
AO allows the user to define a physical and logical location of an object that is being monitored. 

This is significant when AO shows an object in abnormal state. The operations staff can quickly 

identify the physical or logical location of the object. The facility allows the user to maintain the 

objects with their physical location and contact information. For example, the information for an 

ATM at 23 N. 1st St or Joe’s Trading Station in Building 5, can quickly assist the support staff to 

dispatch the nearest help to the user. 

The Location tab page in the Object Properties dialog box can be used to specify the location 

for the threshold being created. Click on the Object Properties link in the Threshold dialog box 

to access the Object Properties dialog box. The information will include the name, phone 

number and complete address. The Comments field is read-only and can be edited using the 

Threshold dialog box. 

 
Figure 2-13: AO Configuration Client Object Properties Dialog Box Location Tab Page 
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MMaaiinntteennaannccee  
An object is monitored for various policies and normally the object is always configured on the 

host system. However, in a transient situation like the daily transaction files, it is not possible to 

know what the object state will be from one day to the other. However, the policy to manage the 

object remains the same. For instance, a file that is transferred or created on a daily basis for 

transaction processing will get generated daily, and it might not be possible to configure the static 

name of the file object. However, once the file is generated, it is important that the file does not 

get full or corrupted, as defined by the policy. The Auto Maintenance facility of AO automatically 

rediscovers new objects and applies the policy defined by the user. This can be done on a daily 

or an hourly basis depending upon the requirement of the user. The smallest rediscovery time-

period is 30 minutes. 

Let’s take File Transfer as an example. Your application may receive files on a regular basis, 

several times a day. You want to make sure those files are configured in such a way that they 

never fill up. You can create a FILESYS/PERCENT FULL threshold using a template that 

describes where the files will exist. By clicking on the Advanced button, you will be able to define 

the frequency of auto-maintenance. At that interval, AO will search for new files that are within 

that template and apply the PERCENT FULL threshold. If the files are transient and always have 

unique names, you would use the Rebuild maintenance interval option to prevent the system from 

monitoring files that will never exist again. By using this feature, you eliminate the need to 

manually tell AO to rediscover new objects. 
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Clicking on the Advanced button displays the Maintenance tab page of the Advanced Options 

dialog box. This can be used to schedule maintenance and reconfigure the environment. 

 
Figure 2-14: AO Configuration Client Advanced Options Dialog Box Maintenance Tab Page 

The Auto Maintenance list box provides the following options: 

• None 

• Rebuild 

• Update (add only) 

You can remove all the objects and rebuild the environment or update the existing environment 

using the Auto Maintenance list box. Select the None option in Auto Maintenance to disable 

maintenance. 
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You can also schedule maintenance using the Schedule section. Absolute Schedule allows you 

to specify the start time and days for maintenance. To schedule maintenance after a specified 

interval, select the Relative Schedule option button. Selecting the Relative Schedule option 

button enables the Interval box, which can be used to specify the time interval. 

NNoottee::    Auto maintenance should be used responsibly. The lowest refresh time rate is 30 

minutes, but you should decide if that is too frequent for the threshold that you are 

creating. Most of the time, a once-a-day refresh is adequate. 

 In case you do not want to wait for AO to automatically update the newly added objects to 

a threshold, you can use the Add New Object option in the Threshold menu to add 

objects to a threshold. The Add User Object dialog box is displayed where the object 

can be entered in the Object field. However, no other changes can be made, since all the 

other options are disabled. 
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RReeppoorrttiinngg  
AO provides reporting that allows the user to take precautionary measures to prevent policy 

violations, before they become a problem. 

Availability Reports 

A unique feature of AO is that the user can define a policy for violation and also define a quality 

scale for the policy. For example, a CPU is always available. However, if the CPU utilization 

drops below 50%, the user may assign “UNDER UTILIZED” to the policy. In case of a CPU that is 

98% busy and is still running and functioning, a user might assign the QoS (Quality of Service) as 

‘UP’ and quality “POOR”. The availability report not only lets the user know if the service was 

available or not, it also allows the user to determine the overall quality of the service, if the service 

was available. 

The Reporting tab page in the Advanced Options dialog box can be used to configure the 

reporting options. 

 
Figure 2-15: AO Configuration Client Advanced Options Dialog Box Reporting Tab Page 

The Reporting tab page includes the Enable availability reporting check box. Selecting the 

above check box will make the object(s) available for reporting. The availability reports for which 

reporting is enabled can be generated using Reporter. 
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eeEEvveennttss  
AO provides direct correlation and formatting facility for leading Enterprise Management Console 

solutions provided by Tivoli, BMC and HP (OpenView). Each one of these Enterprise solutions 

supports specific event information in the event that triggers the user-defined policies at the 

Enterprise level. For instance, BMC Command/Post business view makes considerable usage of 

the Service area impacted by the failure. This information can be predefined and formatted by 

AO, before it is presented to the BMC Command/Post environment. Similar enhancements to 

support Tivoli TEC and HP OpenView are also available. The event translation and forwarding 

facility is designed to support any event produced on the HP NonStop platform to be forwarded to 

the Enterprise. 

 For details, refer to the OpenNET Adapters chapter in the AO 3.3.1 User and Installation 

Guide. 

To use this functionality, select the EMS subsystem. Next select the EXECUTE-DEFINED-

ACTIONS threshold from the Threshold object in violation, if field, in the Threshold dialog box 

and then select the eEvents tab in the Actions dialog box. You can access the Actions dialog 

box using the Actions button on the Threshold dialog box. 

 
Figure 2-16: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box eEvents Tab Page 
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The eEvents tab page allows the user to achieve the following using the various radio buttons: 

• Disable eEvents 

This option can be selected to disable the forwarding of the events. This option is 

selected by default. 

• Console/BMC 

Select this option to forward the events to the Console or the BMC Command/Post 

interface. 

• Tivoli 

Select this option to forward the events to the Tivoli Management console. 

The other fields are displayed on the tab page depending on the radio button selected. 

 
Figure 2-17: AO Configuration Client eEvents Tab Page 
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The eEvent Status drop-down box allows the user to specify the action to be performed on the 

event. 

• ACTIVE 

If selected, this option will allow the processing of the message as described in the 

eEvents tab page and send the message to the Enterprise console. This is the default 

option. 

• INACTIVE 

If selected, this option will not apply the instructions defined in the eEvents tab page. The 

overrides will not be applied to the message but the message will still be sent to the 

Enterprise console with the default EMON formatting. 

• DROP THIS EVENT 

If selected, this option will not forward the message to the Enterprise console. This will 

block the message from being forwarded. No other information needs to be provided in 

case this option is selected. 

• CUSTOM 

This option is available only when the Tivoli option is selected and the customized 

message is forwarded to the Tivoli Management Console. AO 3.3.1 allows logging of any 

user message with user supplied class and/or user supplied slots. The CUSTOM option 

allows the user to define the message class and its slots. During message construction, 

the user can use a static text, ESQ-supplied substitution parameters or any standard/user 

token value of the actual EMS message. 

The format to define the message layout is simple and follows the below mentioned 

convention. 

MsgClassName; 

soltName=’slotVal’; 

slotName=’slotVal’; 

…………………… 

…………………… 

slotName=’slotVal’; 

Where, slotVal could be a static text, ESQ-supplied macro or any User/Standard EMS 

token. 
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The figure below displays a sample CUSTOM configuration. 

 
Figure 2-18: AO Configuration Client eEvents Tab Page - CUSTOM eEvents Status 

In the example above, the message class will be set to HOST_MRO_OPS. The severity 

slot will be set to CRITICAL. The msg slot will be set to the first 256 bytes of the message 

text. The msg_type slot will be set to ‘actionid: Value of the supplied token’. The location 

slot will be set to the ‘collName: Value of the supplied token’. The value of the ownership 

will be set to ‘Process: Value of the supplied token’.  

The structure of the message logged to TEC console: 

Sun Apr 25 16:31:13 2004 <tecad_TAdapter> PROGRESS: 

UserEvent HOST_MRO_OPS; 

severity=CRITICAL; 

msg=' TANDEM.1.111 Message ...’ ; 

msg_type='actionid:application '; 

location='collname:<spierr -1  INVBUF> '; 

ownership='Process:$TAEMN> '; 

END 

If the Append mode check box is selected, the slots will be appended to the standard 

message format and the message class will be decided using the cdf file conditions. 
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The Violation Severity box allows you to change the severity of a message before it is forwarded 

to the Enterprise console. These severity settings match those available for the Enterprise 

console selected. 

The options available for Console/BMC are as follows: 

• CRITICAL 

• MAJOR 

• MINOR 

• NORMAL 

• WARNING 

• ORIGINAL 

The options available for Tivoli are as follows: 

• FATAL 

• CRITICAL 

• MINOR 

• WARNING 

• HARMLESS 

• ORIGINAL 

The severity value of the message will be overridden with the specified value if any of the 

Severity option other than ORIGINAL is selected. If ORIGINAL is selected, then no severity 

override will take place and the original EMS severity value will be sent out to Adapter(s). 

NNoottee::    In order to display the severity settings in Console, the value in the Violation Severity 

box has to be the same as specified in the Severity box in the Actions - Alert tab page. 

Specify the Object Name, Manager, Customer Name, Location, Service, Message and Event 
text in the various fields available. 

The Insert from file link on the eEvents tab page allows loading the message format from a 

saved template file. This is a .txt file that contains information to specify the Custom message 

format. This allows you to define a common format that can then be used for many thresholds 

without having to enter the same text over and over again. 
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Clicking on the Parameter list hyperlink displays the ESQ Substitution Parameters dialog box. 

This lists all the ESQ-Supplied macros that can be substituted during message construction. 

 
Figure 2-19: ESQ Substitution Parameters Dialog Box 

The Token list hyperlink displays the Event Token Numbers dialog box. The dialog box displays 

a list of tokens. 

 
Figure 2-20: Event Token Numbers Dialog Box 
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All the displayed tokens in the list are from the standard zspic C header files. The product installs 

the standard token files during the installation. However, you can copy/FTP USER application or 

third party token files to the <installed-location>\emstokenfiles directory and start using the tokens 

of the user applications or third party applications. 
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OObbjjeeccttMMAAPP  
ObjectMAP is an application that brings real time and customized monitoring of object states at 

the Group, Sub-Group, System, Subsystem, Threshold and Object levels for your Enterprise. The 

ObjectMAP tab page in the Actions dialog box, which is displayed only when the EMS 

subsystem is selected, is used to add/update or deletes objects from the ObjectMAP GUI. 

 
Figure 2-21: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box ObjectMAP Tab Page 

Select the Do not map event radio button in case the event is not to be mapped. To add or 

update an event, select the Add/Update radio button. The Delete radio button is used to specify 

the conditions that would cause an object to be deleted from ObjectMAP once they are met. 

The other fields on the tab page get enabled when you select the Add/Update or Delete radio 

buttons. To map an event using default attributes, select the Map event using default attributes 

radio button. This is the default option. The event can also be mapped using rule numbers using 

the Map event using rule number radio button and specifying the number in the corresponding 

filed. Knowledge of RDL (Rule Definition Language) is required to use this feature. RDL is used to 

write the code for the rule. To map an event using the subject or the manager token number, 

select the Map event using radio button and specify the subject and manager token numbers in 

the Subject token number and Manager token number boxes, respectively. 
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Selecting the MAP event using radio button also activates the Lookup token numbers hyperlink. 

Clicking on the hyperlink displays the EMS Event Token Numbers dialog box. 

 
Figure 2-22: AO Configuration Client EMS Event Token Numbers Dialog Box 

This dialog box can be used to select the Subject Token Name and Manager Token Name to 

get the corresponding values in the Subject token number and Manager token number fields. 

 
Figure 2-23: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box ObjectMAP Tab Page 
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NNoottee::    The token information is taken from the files. Which can be imported using the Tools - 
Get Token Files option in the AO Host Installation Client. 

 For details, refer to the AO 3.3.1 User and Installation Guide. 

You can also specify the duration for which the object is to be displayed in ObjectMAP using the 

Auto-remove object check box. Select the After radio button and specify the number of hours or 

minutes after which the object is to be removed from the map. Selecting the At time option allows 

you to specify the time when the object is to be removed from the map. 

The Group Name and Threshold name boxes can be used to specify the group and threshold 

names, respectively. These fields must match to link the UP and DOWN EMS messages. These 

values will be displayed in ObjectMAP. 

NNoottee::    The initial messages generated by AO after checking the status of objects for the first 

time allows the current state of the object to be mapped to the ObjectMAP. In case these 

messages are causing you problems, then the SkipEMS: Yes option or SkipEMS: All 
options can be used to suppress the first EMS message. 

The SkipEMS: Yes option suppresses the first EMS message if the object is in Normal 

state and the threshold has been defined with the eEvents pane. The SkipEMS: All option 

suppresses the first EMS message if the object is Normal.  

The default is value is set as SkipEMS: No. To change this option you need to edit the 

MONCONF file. 

The EMSON utility in the ORMCONF file turns the flag ON for every EMS threshold. This 

enables AO to send ALL the EMS thresholds to ObjectMAP, even if the Map Event to 

ObjectMAP check box has not been configured for that threshold. 

To run the EMSON utility, execute the following command at the TACL prompt: 

 run EMSON / in <your ORMCONF file>/ 
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3.  CCoonnffiigguurriinngg  AAOO  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonn  CC

This section provides information on how to configure the AO Configuration C

installation. 
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CCoonnffiigguurriinngg  MMaaiill  AAggeenntt  
The information for the mail server is specified during the installation process. You can modify 

this information using the Mail Options dialog box, which can be accessed using the Mail Agent-
Setup option in the Tools menu. 

 
Figure 3-1: AO Configuration Client Mail Options Dialog Box 

The Mail Options area in the Mail tab page has two boxes, the Mail server box and the Sender 
ID box. Use the Mail server box to specify the mail server. You can either type the IP address or 

the name of the server. Use the Sender ID box to specify the e-mail ID of the sender. 
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CCoonnffiigguurriinngg  PPaaggee  AAggeenntt  
You can configure the Page agent using the Configure Page Agent dialog box. The dialog box 

can be accessed using the Page Agent – Setup option in the Tools menu. 

The Configure Page Agent dialog box has been displayed below. 

 
Figure 3-2: AO Configuration Client Configure Page Agent Dialog Box 

Select the modem you want the Page Agent to use box in the dialog box allows you to select 

the modem for the Page agent. 

The Paging Profiles section has the various options that enable you to create and modify profile 

and user information. Use the Add Profile button to add a new profile. 
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Clicking on the Add Profile button displays the Add a paging profile dialog box. Enter the profile 

name in the Profile Name box. You can specify the schedule using the Schedule button. 

 
Figure 3-3: AO Configuration Client Add a paging profile Dialog Box 

After specifying the necessary details, click on the OK button to return to the Configure Page 
Agent dialog box. The profile just created will be displayed in the Select a profile to view its 
users list in the displayed dialog box. 

You can also specify a schedule using the Schedule button in the Configure Page Agent dialog 

box. 

To add users to a profile, select the profile to which a user needs to be added from the Select a 
profile to view its users list and click on the Add User button. This displays the Add or Modify 
a User dialog box. 

 
Figure 3-4: AO Configuration Client Add or Modify a User Dialog Box 
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In the displayed dialog box, you need to enter the user name, type of pager, speed, data bits, 

parity, stop bits, phone number, pager number / PIN number using the various fields available. 

To modify the already existing users, select the required user from the list and click on the Edit 
User information button. This action displays the Add or Modify a User dialog box in which the 

necessary change can be made. 

To delete a profile or a user, select the required profile or user from the list and click on the 

Delete Profile or Delete User button. 

NNoottee::  The workstation using Page agent should have only a single modem driver installed.   

 Page Agent also supports voice activated paging, which allows numeric paging to be 

used to send numeric pages. 
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CCoonnffiigguurriinngg  EElliinnkk  
You can configure Elink using the Configure Elink dialog box. To access this dialog box, right-

click on the Elink icon in the system tray and select the Configure Elink option. 

 
Figure 3-5: AO Configuration Client Configure Elink Option 

The Configure Elink dialog box can be used to modify, add or delete the Elink related information. 

 
Figure 3-6: AO Configuration Client Configure Elink Dialog Box 

The dialog box has the Tandem Host, IP Address and Elink Port boxes, which are used to 

specify the HP NonStop host name, IP address of the host and the port number to be used by the 

Elink, respectively. The Products available on this connection section in the dialog box has 

check boxes for various OpenNET products that are available with the specified Elink connection. 
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The names of the check boxes available are: 

• OpenNET/AO 

• OpenNET/PM 

• OpenNET/T-Adapter 

• OpenNET/MAP (ObjectMAP) 

• OpenNET/OV-Adapter 

• OpenNET/IV 

You can select the products to be used with the Elink connections using the above check boxes. 

AAddddiinngg  aa  HHPP  NNoonnSSttoopp  HHoosstt  
Step 1:  Click on the Add button in the Configure Elink dialog box. This displays the Enter New 

Host Information dialog box. 

 
Figure 3-7: AO Configuration Client Enter New Host Information Dialog Box 

Step 2:  Enter the HP NonStop Node name, it’s IP address and the port number to be used in 

the Node Name, IP Address and Remote Port boxes, respectively, in the Enter New 
Host Information dialog box. 

Step 3:  Select the products that will use the Elink connection in the Products available on this 
port section. 
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Step 4:  Click on the OK button to return to the Configure Elink dialog box. 

 
Figure 3-8: AO Configuration Client Configure Elink Dialog Box 

Step 5:  The Configure Elink dialog box is displayed with the specified information. To add the 

host, click on the OK button. 

Step 6:  The ElinkCFGClient information box is displayed with the information that Elink needs 

to be stopped and restarted to make the changes effective. To proceed, click on the 

Yes button. 

 
Figure 3-9: AO Configuration Client ElinkCFGClient Information Box 
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DDeelleettiinngg  aa  HHPP  NNoonnSSttoopp  HHoosstt  
Step 1:  Select the node to be deleted using the Tandem Host box in the Configure Elink dialog 

box. 

Step 2:  Click on the Delete button in the Configure Elink dialog box. This displays the 

ElinkCFGClient confirmation box. 

 
Figure 3-10: AO Configuration Client ElinkCFGClient Confirmation Box 

Step 3:  To confirm the deletion of the selected node, click on the Yes button in the 

ElinkCFGClient confirmation box. 
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MMooddiiffyyiinngg  HHPP  NNoonnSSttoopp  HHoosstt  IInnffoorrmmaattiioonn  
Step 1:  Select the node to be modified using the Tandem Host box in the Configure Elink 

dialog box. 

Step 2:  Click on the Modify button. This displays the information for the selected node. 

 
Figure 3-11: AO Configuration Client Configure Elink Dialog Box 

Step 3:  Edit the information in the various boxes and click on the Save button, and then the OK 

button. 

Step 4:  The ElinkCFGClient confirmation box is displayed with the information that Elink needs 

to be stopped and restarted to make the changes effective. To proceed, click on the 

Yes button. 

 
Figure 3-12: AO Configuration Client ElinkCFGClient Confirmation Box 
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OOMMFF  TThhrreesshhoollddss  
The HP NonStop Object Monitoring Facility (OMF) is a requester-server application, which 

supervises objects such as CPUs, disks, files, and processes within the HP NonStop 

environment. OMF monitors objects for peripherals or subsystems, according to the object 

configuration stored in and maintained by OMF. When an object does not respond to the 

configured settings, an informative statement, action attention, or critical event message is routed 

to an Event Management Service (EMS) collector. 

AO provides the facility to capture the OMF thresholds and apply them to the AO database 

through the OMFTool utility. The OMFTool utility translates OMF file into the AO database. 

This tool is installed while the AO backend installation is being done. The command can be 

issued at the backend using either Telnet or Outside View utilities. This syntax should be run from 

the subvolume in which AO has been installed. 

NNoottee::  OMFTOOL supports the PROCESS IS DOWN threshold. Error messages support is also   
provided if things don't work correctly. The messages include Guardian ID so that 

LSTCOM will not reject if the security of the ORMCONF file is not NNNN. 

Use the following command to run the utility. 

RUN OMFTOOL <LSTGWY> <FILENAME> 

Example: 

RUN OMFTOOL $AOLST $DEV.AO.OMFFILE 

To collect OMF data the following command needs to be executed: 

Run OMFCOM  

The System and Pathmon name needs to be specified using the following commands. 

set system \ESQS7 

set pathmon $ZOMF 

Once this is done then separate files can be created for each subsystem using the following 

command. 

Info / out OMFDISK / DISK * 

NNoottee::    The Obeyform option should not be used in the INFO command. This will create files on 

the default subvolume, which contain the thresholds for Disks/CPUs set in OMF. The 

steps followed while collecting data should be exactly the same for each subsystem AO. 
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PPrree--CCoonnffiigguurreedd  TThhrreesshhoolldd  PPoolliicciieess  
AO provides the flexibility to monitor mission critical objects as soon as the software is deployed 

in the production environment. The pre-configured thresholds available with AO are activated 

after an initial installation, providing the ability to start monitoring object states, instantly. 

NNoottee::    The $CMON threshold is only added if the $CMON process is running when the system 

is installed. 

The FILESYS thresholds are added only for those files that exist on $system and have 

one or more of the Audited, Licensed, Progid flags turned on. 

The ADDFILE tool can be used if additional volumes and/or subvolumes need to be 

added. The command for executing the ADDFILE tool is: 

run addfile [servicename^opt] audited licensed progid & 

$vol.subvol.*   [ao^subvol] [addfilenotexists] 

Where: 

Servicename^opt is Servicename if you want to use the NSSFILESYS service name 

ao^subvol is the $vol.subvol where the AO system is located 

 addfilenotexists is AddFileNotExists if you want a second FileSys/FileDoesNotExist 

threshold added for each Audited, Licensed or Progid file. 

 For details on pre-configured thresholds refer to Appendix E: Default Policies. 
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4.  WWoorrkkiinngg  wiitthh  AAOO  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonn  CC

You can use AO Configuration Client to configure and maintain thresholds, and t

objects. This section covers the usage of AO Configuration Client to define and mainta

monitoring criteria. 
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PPrreerreeqquuiissiitteess  
The prerequisites for using the AO Configuration Client are as follows: 

AO Backend Components Should be Running 

In order to get the information from the HP NonStop servers and saving the information specified 

using the front-end, the AO backend components should be up. Use the following command to 

verify the status of the AO backend components. Switch over to the volume.subvolume, where 

AO is installed before issuing the command. 

$ABC.AONEW>RUN STATAO 

You need to start the backend components if they are not running. You can use the Start AO 

button in the Host Management Client to start AO components on the HP NonStop Servers. 

Elink Should be Up and Running 

Elink is the communication channel between the HP NonStop host and the front-end. Elink must 

be running for using the various features of AO. 

The status of Elink can be verified using the NonStop Nodes Status window, which can be 

accessed through the right-click menu of the Elink icon in the system tray. A green icon next to 

the node name in the NonStop Nodes Status window indicates that the connection is 

established with the remote HP NonStop Elink. In case the remote HP NonStop Elink is not up, 

the icon will be seen in red. The red icon also indicates that the backend applications are not 

running. 
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Elink Should be Configured 

Elink needs to be configured for the application so that it can connect to the HP NonStop host. 

 For details on how to configure Elink, refer to the Configuring Elink section. 

 
Figure 4-1: AO Configuration Client NonStop Nodes Status Window 

When the system comes down, the current state of the object is recorded in the database. Again 

when the system is brought up after a period of time, the state of the object in the database is the 

same as it was when the system went down. If the state of an object has changed while the 

system was down, it will not be updated until the polling interval has been exceeded. To view the 

current state you need to rediscover the object. 
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MMaannaaggiinngg  tthhee  EEnnvviirroonnmmeenntt  
The first step in defining, modifying or listing threshold configurations for one or more objects is to 

select the HP NonStop node and the subsystems that you want to monitor for each HP NonStop 

node. 

SSeelleeccttiinngg  tthhee  HHPP  NNoonnSSttoopp  NNooddee  
You can select the HP NonStop node to be monitored using the Node box in the Managed 
Subsystems dialog box or the Node box on the Monitoring bar in the AO Configuration Client 

window. 

SSeelleeccttiinngg  tthhee  SSuubbssyysstteemmss  
The first step in defining, modifying or listing threshold configurations for one or more objects is to 

select the subsystems that you want to monitor for each HP NonStop node. You can select the 

subsystems or their object types using the Managed Subsystems dialog box. The Managed 
Subsystems dialog box is displayed when you start AO Configuration Client for the first time 

after installation. Only the subsystems selected in this dialog box will be displayed in AO 

Configuration Client. 

Follow the steps below to modify the list of subsystems and their object types in the AO 

Configuration Client window: 

1. Click on the Tools menu. 

2. In the displayed menu, click on the Managed Subsystems menu option. This displays the 

Managed Subsystems dialog box.  

3. Select the HP NonStop node using the Node box in the Managed Subsystems dialog box. 

4. The Configured subsystems box displays the list of subsystems, which can be managed by 

AO. The subsystems already selected have a tick mark on the left side. To select or uncheck 

a subsystem, click on the square box next to the subsystem name. A check mark will appear 

next to each selected object. Click the check box again in case you want to deselect an entry. 
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5. Clicking on the plus sign next to the subsystem names displays the list of object types for 

that subsystem. You can select the individual object types using the list. To close the list, 

click on the minus sign next to the subsystem. 

 
Figure 4-2: AO Configuration Client Managed Subsystems Dialog Box 

6. To save the selected options and to continue working in the same screen without exiting, 

click on the Apply button. This way, you can save the entries for one node and then select a 

new node to configure. By clicking on the Apply button, all the changes that you have made 

will be saved, but they will be reflected only when you exit. Click on the OK button to save the 

current node’s settings and to close the Managed Subsystems dialog box. In case you want 

to exit without saving the changes in the Managed Subsystems dialog box, click on the 

Cancel button. 
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CCrreeaattiinngg  aa  TThhrreesshhoolldd  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonn  
Threshold configurations can be created using AO Configuration Client. Creating a threshold 

configuration in AO defines the acceptable operational values for a specific HP NonStop object. 

These are the conditions that AO checks when an object state is monitored. 

If the threshold conditions defined for an object become true, a threshold violation is said to have 

occurred and appropriate actions are executed. The actions may include generation of event 

alerts, e-mail & page alert messages and recovery actions, if enabled. Each object can have 

different available threshold configuration conditions and possible settings for each threshold. 

Follow the steps below to create a new threshold configuration: 

Step A:  Getting Started 

The Threshold dialog box is used to create a new threshold configuration. To begin with the 

process, access the dialog box by clicking on the New Config option in the Threshold menu. 

The shortcut for the option is available on the Toolbar as the New Configuration icon. This 

displays the Threshold dialog box. 

 
Figure 4-3: AO Configuration Client Threshold Dialog Box 
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Step B:  Entering the Object Details 

Use the various fields in the Object Details section in the Threshold dialog box to enter the 

object specifications. 

A.  Select the subsystem using the Subsystem box. The options available depend on the 

selections made in the Managed Subsystems dialog box. 

 Refer to Appendix B: EMS Message Handling and Appendix C: OSS Log Handling for details 

on how to manage thresholds for the EMS and OSS subsystems, respectively. 

B.  Specify the object type using the Object Type box. The options available depend on the 

subsystem selected. 

C.  Type in the object name using the Object box. You can either type in the object name or 

select from the list of the last five entries made. Wildcard characters are allowed for most 

of the subsystems. 

D.  Specify the manager name for the objects in the Manager box. The Manager box is not 

activated for all the subsystems. The objects belonging to subsystems such as 

SPOOLER, PATHWAY and SNAX typically have a manager associated with it. Like the 

Object box the Manager box also supports wildcard characters. 

NNoottee::    Use of wildcard characters makes adding objects to the AO database easy. However, 

care should be taken to prevent adding objects that do not need to be monitored. For 

example, you can add the Percent Full threshold for all the files in the system, but most of 

the files on the system do not grow. In addition, there are files that always fill up before 

rolling over to the next sequential file. 
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EEXXCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS::    The fields available in the Object Details section are different for the BASE24 

and TCPIP subsystems. 

1. BASE24 

The Resource Node box is displayed in the Object Details section when you select the 

BASE24 subsystem. Specify the BASE24 resource node in this box. This field accepts 

wildcard characters. 

The Manager name in this case has to be the NCP process that owns the resource node 

and must have been defined during the installation or using ALTRAO before starting AO. 

This field does not accept wildcard characters. 

2. TCPIP 

The Port box is displayed instead of the Object box in the Object Detail section when 

you select the TCPIP subsystem. Specify the port number in the Port box. This field 

allows * wildcard character. 

 The Process box is displayed instead of the Manager box in the Object Detail section 

for the TCPIP subsystem. Specify the process name in this box. This field allows * 

wildcard character. 
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Step C:  Entering Object Properties 

Specify the Object properties using the Object Properties link in the Object Details section. 

A.  Click on the Object Properties link in the Object Details section. This displays the 

Object Properties dialog box. The dialog box has two tab pages, Group and Location. 

The Group tab page is displayed by default. 

 
Figure 4-4: AO Configuration Client Object Properties Dialog Box Group Tab Page 

B.  To classify the objects into groups and sub-groups, type in the group name and the sub-

group names in the Group and Sub-group boxes, respectively in the Group tab page. 
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C.  Click on the Location tab on the Object Properties dialog box to access the Location 

tab page. 

 
Figure 4-5: AO Configuration Client Object Properties Dialog Box Location Tab Page 

D.  The Location tab page in the Object Properties dialog box can be used to specify the 

location for the threshold being created. The information will include the name, phone 

number and complete address. Type in the information in the various boxes and click on 

the OK button to save the information specified and close the Object Properties dialog 

box. 
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Step D:  Entering Maintenance Information 

Specify the maintenance information using the Advanced button in the Threshold section. 

A.  Click on the Advanced button. The Advanced Options dialog box is displayed with the 

Maintenance tab page. 

 
Figure 4-6: AO Configuration Client Advanced Options Dialog Box Maintenance Tab Page 

B.  The maintenance feature is disabled by default. Select the type of auto maintenance 

using the Auto Maintenance box in the displayed Maintenance tab page. The other 

options in the tab page will depend on the selection made. 

C.  Specify the schedule for maintenance using the Schedule section. You can either select 

the Absolute Schedule radio button and specify the days on which maintenance is to be 

scheduled, or the Relative Schedule radio button and select the interval. 

D.  Click on the OK button. This will save all the specifications and close the Advanced 
Options dialog box. 
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Step E:  Entering the Violation Details 

Enter the violation details using the various fields in the Threshold section in the Threshold 

dialog box. 

A.  The Object is in violation, if box gives the list of threshold policies supported by a 

particular Object Class. Select the required option from the list. When you select a 

particular threshold policy, the Tip for the Threshold section at the right side of the dialog 

box shows additional information about that particular threshold. 

 Refer to the AO Threshold Policies Guide for the list of valid threshold policies for various 

subsystems. 

B.  The Is box gives the list of operators supported for a given threshold. In cases where no 

operator is required, the box is disabled. Select the appropriate operator from the list. 

C.  The Value 1 and Value 2 boxes are activated only when operators are required. The 

entry is in the form of a specific value. Type in the required values in the boxes. 

D.  Add comments, if any in the Comments box. 

Step F:  Select the monitoring status for the threshold being created using the Monitoring box. 

The status is set to Inactive by default. 

Step G:  Entering the Monitoring Schedule 

AO allows you to set the monitoring schedule according to your business requirements. 

A.  Click on the Schedule button in the Threshold dialog box. This displays the Schedule 

dialog box. This allows you to organize object monitoring for a specified time period. 

 
Figure 4-7: AO Configuration Client Schedule Dialog Box 
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B.  By default, the AO monitoring will poll the system for violations of a threshold every 5 

minutes. Change the polling interval using the Poll Interval box in the Schedule dialog 

box. 

C.  Specify the daily monitoring start time and stop time using the Start Time and the Stop 
Time boxes, respectively. 

D.  To schedule monitoring 7 days a week, select the All check box. You can select the 

specific days of the week for monitoring using the various check boxes for different days 

of the week. 

E.  Click on the OK button to save the information specified and return to the Threshold 

dialog box. 

Step H:  Entering Action Details 

The Actions button helps you to access the Actions dialog box using, which you can configure 

alert, recovery, e-mail and page options. You can also provide specifications for Tivoli, BMC and 

OpenView. To access the Actions dialog box, click on the Actions button in the Threshold 

dialog box. 

 
Figure 4-8: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box Alert Tab Page 
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a. Entering Alert Definition Data: 

i. The Exception section of the dialog box allows you to tailor the Exception 

and Escalation event messages. Specify the internal AO severity levels using 

the Severity box. 

ii. Specify the frequency of the alert messages using the Repeat Every box. 

iii. Select the Escalate check box and specify the time when the first alert will 

be generated after the initial violation in the Log Escalation Event After 
box. 

iv. Specify the state and the sub-state for the object in case of a violation using 

the State and sub-state on Violation boxes. 

v. Specify the state and the sub-state for the object when the state returns to 

normal using the State and sub-state on Normal boxes. 

vi. Specify the sound alarm to be played in case of a violation using the Sound 
Audible Alarm box. The sound alarm is only played when objects go into 

violation. No sound is played when it returns to normal. 

NNoottee::  The Alert tab page will be disabled if you have selected the EMS subsystem in the   
Threshold dialog box. 

b. Entering Recovery Data 

i. To specify the recovery details, click on the Action tab on the Actions dialog 

box. This displays the Action tab page. Recovery is not enabled by default. 

Select the type of recovery using the Command box. 

 
Figure 4-9: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box Action Tab Page 
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ii. The options available in the Command section depend on the selections 

made in the Command box. For example, if you select the User defined 
command option in the Command box, the next Command box is 

activated. You can define the action to be performed in case of a violation 

using this box. 

iii. Clicking on the Parameter list hyperlink displays the ESQ Substitution 
Parameters dialog box. This lists all the ESQ-Supplied macros that can be 

substituted for the actions in the second Command button. 

 
Figure 4-10: ESQ Substitution Parameters Dialog Box 

iv. Click on the Insert button in the ESQ Substitution Parameters dialog box to 

return to the Action tab page. The parameter will be inserted in the second 

Command button in the Action tab page. 

v. Enter the message to be generated depending on whether the attempt for 

recovery was successful or a failure using the Log section. The text boxes in 

the Log section are enabled depending on the selection made. 
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vi. Select the 24x7 option button in the Schedule section to activate recovery 

24 hours a day, seven days a week. You can define a customized recovery 

schedule using the Schedule button. To activate the Schedule button, select 

the User Defined option button. This displays the Schedule dialog box. 

 
Figure 4-11: AO Configuration Client Recovery Schedule Dialog Box 

vii. By default, AO will start the recovery process for a threshold every 5 minutes. 

You can change the delay interval using the Delay Interval box. 

viii. Specify the start time and stop time using the Start Time and Stop Time 

boxes, respectively. 

ix. To schedule monitoring 7 days a week, select the All check box. You can 

select the specific days of the week for monitoring using the various check 

boxes for different days of the week. 

x. You can use the Next schedule day check box to schedule recovery on the 

next scheduled day specified in the Days section. 

xi. Click on the OK button to close the Schedule dialog box and to return to the 

Actions dialog box. 

xii. Activate or deactivate recovery using the Recovery box in the Options 

section in the Action tab page. 

xiii. Enable or disable audit using the Audit box. 
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c. Entering E-Mail Alert Data 

i. To specify the e-mail alert data, click on the Mail tab on the Actions dialog 

box. The e-mail feature is not activated by default. Click on the Mail on 
Violation check box to enable the e-mail feature. 

 
Figure 4-12: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box Mail Tab Page 

ii. Enter the e-mail addresses, profile names or the distribution list to whom the 

alerts should be sent in the To box.  

iii. Specify the subject of the message to be sent in case of a violation in the 

Subject box. 

iv. Enter the message to be sent in case of a threshold violation in the Violation 
Message box. You can also click on the Parameters list link to use ESQ-

Supplied substitution parameters. 

v. The Mail on escalation only check box can be selected to allow AO to send 

e-mail alerts only when an escalation event is generated. 

vi. To enter the specifications for the mail message to be sent when the object 

in violation returns to its normal state, select the Mail on Normal check box. 

vii. Selecting the Mail on Normal check box activates the Subject and the 

Normal Message boxes. Specify the subject in the Subject box and the 

message in the Normal Message box. As in the case of violation message, 

you can use the Parameters list link. 
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d. Entering Page Alert Data 

i. Click on the Page tab on the Actions dialog box. The page alert feature is 

not activated by default. To activate page alerts, click on the Page on 
Violation check box. 

 
Figure 4-13: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box Page Tab Page 

ii. Enter the profile names to whom the alerts should be sent in the To box. 

iii. Specify the number of messages to be sent in case of a violation using the 

Repeat Count box. 

iv. Enter the message to be sent in case of a violation in the Violation Message 

box. You can also use Parameter list link for ESQ-Supplied substitution 

parameters. 

 For details, refer to Appendix F: Substitution Parameters. 

v. The Page on escalation only check box can be selected to allow AO to 

send page alerts only when an escalation event is generated. 

vi. To specify the message to be sent when the object in violation returns to its 

normal state, select the Page on Normal check box and specify the 

message in the Normal Message box. 
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e. eEvents 

i. Click on the eEvents tab in the Actions dialog box. 

 
Figure 4-14: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box eEvents Tab Page 

ii. Select the Console/BMC radio button to forward the events to the 

Command/Post Management console or the Tivoli radio button to forward 

the events to the Tivoli Management console. This activates the various 

fields in the tab page. 

iii. Select the eEvents status using the eEvents Status box.  

If the event status is specified as ACTIVE, INACTIVE or DROP THIS 
EVENT, select the internal severity levels using the Violation Severity box. 

Specify the Object Name, Manager, Customer Name, Location, Service, 

Message, and Event text information in the respective fields. 

If the event status is specified as CUSTOM, specify the message layout in 

the Message box. Select the Append mode check box to append the slots 

to the standard message format. In this case, the message class will be 

decided by AO using the cdf file conditions. 

iv. You can also use the Parameters list link for the Event Text field. To load 

the message format from a saved template file use the Insert from file link. 

To use event token numbers use the Token list link. 

v. Click on the OK button. 
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f. ObjectMAP 

i. Click on the ObjectMAP tab to configure the objects to be displayed in the 

ObjectMAP interface. The tab page is displayed only when you select the 

EMS subsystem. 

 
Figure 4-15: AO Configuration Client Actions Dialog Box ObjectMAP Tab Page 

ii. Select the Add/Update radio button to add or update an object. To remove 

an object, select the Delete radio button. In case you do not want to map the 

event, select the Do not map event radio button. 

iii. Select the appropriate radio buttons in order to map the event using default 

attributes, rule number or the token numbers using the Map event using 
default attributes, Map event using rule number and Map event using 
radio buttons, respectively. If you select the Map event using option, the 

Subject token number and Manager token number fields are activated. 

You can either specify the appropriate token numbers or select the token 

numbers using the Lookup token numbers link. 

iv. In order to remove the object automatically after a specified time, select the 

Auto-remove object check box and specify the time using the After and At 
time fields. 

v. Specify the group name using the Group Name box. 

vi. Use the Threshold name box to enter the name for the threshold. 

vii. Click on the OK button. 
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Step I:  Reports 

A.  To configure the reporting options, click on the Advanced button in the Threshold dialog 

box. 

B.  In the displayed Advanced Options dialog box, click on the Reporting tab to access the 

Reporting tab page. 

 
Figure 4-16: AO Configuration Client Advanced Options Dialog Box Reporting Tab Page 

C.  Select the Enable availability reporting check box if you want availability data to be 

collected. 

D.  Click on the OK button to save the information specified and close the Advanced 
Options dialog box. 

Step J:  Saving the Threshold Data 

After entering the necessary data, including any Schedule or Action changes, click either the 

Apply or the OK button to record the data in the database. Use the Apply button to save the 

entered threshold and to continue with the creation of another threshold. Use the OK button to 

save the entered threshold and exit the dialog box. In either case, if the threshold’s Monitoring 

was set to Active, AO will start monitoring the new threshold as soon as the data is saved. 

NNoottee::  The Apply button can also be used to make a copy of the threshold with a different   
object name without re-entering all the data. 
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AO saves the Threshold schedule and Alert schedule per Subsystem\Object Type. Next time a 

new threshold is configured for the same Subsystem\Object Type, the saved settings are 

displayed by default. This feature can be disabled using the Save Last-Used Threshold 
Schedule and the Save Last-Used Alert Schedule check boxes in the General tab page of the 

Options dialog box. The Options dialog box can be accessed using the Options command in 

the AO Configuration Client Tools menu. 

 
Figure 4-17: AO Configuration Client Options Dialog Box 
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LLiissttiinngg  TThhrreesshhoolldd  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonnss  aanndd  OObbjjeeccttss  
After having created new thresholds, you can list the thresholds and the corresponding objects in 

the Threshold and the Objects pane, respectively. 

LLiissttiinngg  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonnss  
1. Right-click on an object type in the Object Class pane. 

2. Select the List All Configurations option in the displayed menu. 

 
Figure 4-18: AO Configuration Client List All Configurations 

An easy way to list configurations is by double-clicking on the Object Type. 

NNoottee::    When you are viewing thresholds in the Threshold pane, you are looking at a copy from 

memory unless you click the List All Configurations option to refresh memory. 
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LLiissttiinngg  OObbjjeeccttss  
1. List the thresholds for the required subsystem in the Threshold pane. 

2. Select the threshold whose objects you want to list. 

3. Click on the List Objects option in the Threshold menu. This is also available on the Toolbar 

as the List Objects icon. You can also right-click on the particular configuration in the 

Threshold pane and select List Objects option in the displayed menu. The listing for all the 

objects in the selected threshold is shown in the Objects pane. 

 
Figure 4-19: AO Configuration Client Object Listing 

Once the objects have been listed, you can refresh the displayed data by double clicking on the 

corresponding threshold configuration in the Threshold pane. The data is updated from the 

backend. The data in the front-end memory is shown when you single-click on the corresponding 

threshold configuration. 
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CCoolloorr  CCooddiinngg  
The color of the listed threshold and objects, in the Threshold pane and Objects pane, 

respectively, can be green, red or blue, depending on the status of monitoring and recovery. 

S.No Color Monitoring Status Recovery Status 

1. Green Active Active 

2. Green Active Not Defined 

3. Green Subsystem Active 

4. Green Subsystem Not Defined 

5. Red Inactive Active 

6. Red Inactive Not Defined 

7. Blue Active Inactive 

8. Blue Subsystem Inactive 

 
Figure 4-20: AO Configuration Client Color Codes 
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MMaaiinnttaaiinniinngg  TThhrreesshhoolldd  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonnss  &&  OObbjjeeccttss  
Once a new threshold has been configured, you can modify or delete the thresholds and objects 

as per your requirement. The various options available for maintaining threshold configurations 

and objects are: 

• Modify Config 

• Delete Config 

• Modify Object 

• Delete Object 

You can access these options using the Threshold menu, the shortcut icons available on the 

Toolbar and the right-click menu in the Threshold & Objects panes. 

MMooddiiffyyiinngg  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonnss  
1. List the thresholds in the Threshold pane. 

2. Select the threshold to be modified. 

3. Click on the Modify Config option in the Threshold menu. This option is also available as 

the Modify Configuration icon on the Toolbar. The Modify Configuration / Object dialog 

box is displayed. 

 
Figure 4-21: AO Configuration Client Modify Configuration / Object Dialog Box 

4. Make the necessary modifications in the Modify Configuration / Object dialog box and click 

on the OK button to save the modification and close the dialog box. 
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MMooddiiffyyiinngg  OObbjjeeccttss  
1. List the objects in the Objects pane. 

2. Select the object to be modified. 

3. Click on the Modify Object option in the Threshold menu. This option is also available as 

the Modify Object icon on the Toolbar. The Modify Configuration / Object dialog box is 

displayed. 

 
Figure 4-22: AO Configuration Client Modify Configuration / Object Dialog Box 

4. Make the necessary modifications in the Modify Configuration / Object dialog box and click 

on the OK button to save the modification and close the dialog box. 
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DDeelleettiinngg  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonnss  
1. List the thresholds in the Threshold pane. 

2. Select the threshold to be deleted. 

3. Click on the Delete Config option in the Threshold menu. This action can also be performed 

using the Delete Configuration icon on the Toolbar. 

4. The AO confirmation box is displayed. Click on the Yes button to delete the selected 

threshold. 

 
Figure 4-23: AO Configuration Client AO Information Box 

DDeelleettiinngg  OObbjjeeccttss  
1. List the objects in the Objects pane. 

2. Select the object to be deleted. 

3. Click on the Delete Object option in the Threshold menu. This action can also be performed 

using the Delete Object icon on the Toolbar. 

4. The AO confirmation box is displayed. Click on the Yes button to delete the selected object. 

 
Figure 4-24: AO Configuration Client AO Information Box 
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AAppppeennddiixx  

A.  SSuubbssyysstteemmss  MMaanna

AO Configuration Client allows you to monitor most of the major HP NonStop subsyste

of all the predefined subsystems managed by AO is as follows: 

1. ATP6100 

The ATP6100 subsystem consists of the ATP6100 line-handler proce

protocol module. The ATP6100 line-handler process is a HP NonStop™ pr

running in a HP NonStop™ host. The process acts as a file-system interface

an application and a protocol module that resides and runs in the Comm

Line Interface Process (CLIP) as a task. In the wide area network (WAN) s

that uses the SWAN concentrator, the ATP6100 line-handler process th

communication over a variety of asynchronous communication devices 

terminals and printers. Application data is passed to one of several protoco

by ATP6100. The protocol module gives the application extensive contro

line, and each protocol module can control either a single line or multiple lin

2. BASE24 

BASE24 is a major ATM application available from ACI. This software is

most of the world’s major banking institutions for their credit card transac

counters/modifiers defined under this subsystem help monitor and manag

objects like LINE, LINK, PROCESS, STATION, SYSTEM and TDF-V60. Th

module is used for discovery and recovery of the BASE24 objects and is in

the base product. This greatly increases the Out-of-the-Box capabilitie

especially regarding a major application such as BASE24. 
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3. CP6100 

The CP6100 subsystem consists of the CP6100 input-output process (IOP) and a 

protocol module. The CP6100 IOP, also known as the CP6100 Communication 

Access Process (CAP), is a NonStop™ process pair running in a NonStop™ host. 

The process acts as a file-transfer mechanism to move data between an application 

and a protocol module that resides and runs in the Communication Line Interface 

Process (CLIP) as a task. The protocol module is a microcode file or a download 

module (DLM) that contains OSI Layer-1 and Layer-2 processing tasks. The CP6100 

CAP thus provides the application with a data-link level interface to asynchronous, 

byte-synchronous, or bit-synchronous protocol modules in a 6100 Communication 

Subsystem (CSS), which uses the ServerNet Wide Area Network (SWAN) 

concentrator. Application data is passed to one of several protocol modules by 

CP6100. The protocol module gives the application extensive control over the line, 

and each protocol module can control either a single line or multiple lines. 

4. CPU 

This subsystem manages and controls one of the major components of the system, 

the CPU. The counters/modifiers predefined for this subsystem greatly facilitate the 

monitoring and recovery of all the CPUs’ for the HP NonStop node. 

5. DISK 

Another major component of a system is the Disk subsystem. The predefined disk 

counters/modifiers help in managing, monitoring and recovering this complex and 

major subsystem on the HP NonStop platform. 

6. EMS 

EMS is the subsystem that handles EVENTS on a HP NonStop node. The 

counters/modifiers defined for this subsystem allow the customer to easily monitor 

and react to any kind of event generated on a HP NonStop system. The EMS 

management feature allows the user to trigger actions based on EMS events. This 

feature allows the customer to define HP NonStop subsystem generated events as 

well as user-application generated events for escalation and automation. Additional 

slot values as they are known, can also be added for the OpenView environment. 

Any tokenized or Non-tokenized EMS event can be automated via Gateway 

processes or by simple TACL macro commands. 
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7. EXPAND 

The EXPAND communication protocol is an NSK proprietary protocol that is used by 

different HP NonStop nodes to communicate with each other. Customers who have 

multiple HP NonStop systems use and depend upon EXPAND for their applications 

to run smoothly. AO has predefined counters/modifiers that facilitate the monitoring 

and recovery of the lines and paths defined under the EXPAND subsystem. 

8. FILESYS 

The FILESYS subsystem deals with the monitoring and management of files on a HP 

NonStop system. Files can be monitored in various ways and predefined actions can 

be taken if and when the criterion is met. The counters/modifiers that have been 

predefined for this system greatly facilitate the management of files. 

9. ICE 

Internet Communication for the Enterprise (ICE) is a major communication 

application available from Insession Technologies. This software is used by hundreds 

of organizations worldwide to help run their mission critical HP NonStop applications. 

In this release, AO helps to monitor and manage APPL, PU and TNSERVER objects. 

Based on customer demand additional objects can be incorporated. 

10. MQ-SERIES 

MQSeries messaging products enable application integration by helping business 

applications to exchange information across different platforms by sending and 

receiving data as messages. They take care of network interfaces, assure ‘once only’ 

delivery of messages, deal with communications protocols, dynamically distribute 

workload across available resources, handle recovery after system problems, and 

help make programs portable. So programmers can use their skills to handle key 

business requirements, instead of wrestling with underlying network complexities. 

11. OSS 

The Open System Services (OSS) environment provides a user and programming 

interface similar to that of the UNIX operating system. The OSS environment 

combines the benefits of the UNIX operating system with the features of the HP 

NonStop operating system. 

12. PATHWAY 

Pathway is an application framework shell provided on the HP NonStop platform. 

Developers using Pathway can utilize the various facilities offered by this framework. 

Predefined counters/modifiers manage, monitor and recover the various objects 

defined under Pathway like Servers, TCP and Terminals. 
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13. PLUGPLAY 

Plugplay subsystem monitors Primary CPU Switched, Backup CPU Switched, Device 

Audited Switched, Primary Status Switched, Primary Access Switched, Primary Path 

Switched, Primary Path Used Switched, Backup Status Switched, Backup Access 

Switched, Backup Path Switched and Backup Path Used Switched. Whenever any of 

the above-mentioned attributes change their state, AO treats it as a violation state. 

14. PROCESS 

The Process subsystem has predefined counters/modifiers to manage and monitor 

various processes running on the HP NonStop platform. 

15. SCHEDULER 

The SCHEDULER subsystem has been developed to take advantage of AO’s 

recovery options, specifically the ability to execute a user-defined command, execute 

rules and the scheduling mechanism of the thresholds. It provides the ability to 

“EXECUTE ACTIONS” in the following two modes: 

i. Recurrent execution: Using the EXECUTE ACTION threshold. 

ii. Single execution (by day): Using the EXECUTE ACTION AT START TIME 

threshold. 

With the SCHEDULER subsystem, the user has the ability to execute actions like a 

user command, a rule or send a mail for every defined poll interval. Every poll interval 

will be assumed as a violation, although it will be represented in the Normal state in 

ObjectMAP and AO Live. 

16. SNAX-XF 

This is a part of the SNAX family of products available on the HP NonStop platform. 

SNAX-XF primary lines control and serve attached SNA peripheral nodes (SNA type 

2.0 nodes). This subsystem in AO helps in managing the LUs’ and PUs’ defined in 

this subsystem. 

17. SPOOLER 

The spooler subsystem is a set of utilities that form an interface between you & your 

application programs and the print devices on a system. The spooler receives output 

from an application and stores data on the disk. When the print device is available 

the output is sent to that device for printing. Predefined counters/modifiers help in 

managing this important subsystem. 
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18. SPOOLERP 

This is the new version of Spooler that is supplied for the HP NonStop S-Series. This 

subsystem allows the user to monitor and manage Spooler objects like the 

COLLECTOR, DEVICES and PRINT PROCESSES. 

19. TAPE 

This subsystem supervises all tape operations within the HP NonStop platform. 

Counters such as Mounts are predefined and are simple to set up. 

20. TCPIP 

The S-Series HP NonStop platform uses TCPIP as a major protocol to communicate. 

TCPIP stacks or processes and ports need to be monitored closely and actively. This 

subsystem achieves that through predefined counters and modifiers. 

21. TELCO 

A telecommunications protocol defined by the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU) as a way to offload PSTN data traffic congestion onto a wireless or wireline 

digital broadband network. The standard defines the procedures and protocol by 

which network elements in the public switched telephone network (PSTN) exchange 

information over a digital signaling network to effect wireless (cellular) and wireline 

call setup, routing and control. 

22. TMF 

Transaction Monitoring Facility or TMF is a major subsystem on the HP NonStop 

platform. It provides services for transactions like Rollback and Rollforward (in case 

of system failures), Audit trails and Audit dumps (for data integrity). Various 

applications use these services for the Transaction protection that is built into this 

subsystem. 

23. X25 

This is a commonly used communication protocol and is available on the HP 

NonStop platform. The counters/modifiers predefined in this subsystem help manage 

objects using this protocol. 
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AAppppeennddiixx  

B.  EEMMSS  MMeessssaaggee  HHaannd

This appendix contains an example of setting up an EMS event for forwarding to an 

Management Console, like Tivoli, BMC or HP (OpenView) or map the event to the

interface. In this example, we will use the event logged by the CPU subsystem whe

started. The highlight of the example is the ability to customize the event text 

information. 

Step 1:  Select the EMS subsystem in the Object Class pane and click on the Ne
option in the Threshold menu. 

Figure B- 1: AO – New Config Menu Option 
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Step 2:  Clicking on the New Config option displays the Threshold dialog box. This dialog box 

is used to specify the Object and Threshold details. Select the Subsystem and Object 

Type as EMS and EVENT in the Threshold dialog box. 

 
Figure B- 2: AO Threshold Dialog Box with EMS Subsystem and EVENT Object Type Selected 

Step 3:  Specify the owner and the subsystem of the event in the owner.subsystem format in 

Owner.Subsystem box.  

 
Figure B- 3: AO Threshold Dialog Box with Owner.Subsystem Information 

Examples of valid OWNER.SUBSYSTEM are: TANDEM.EMS, TANDEM.PATHWAY and 

MYORG.1. For HP NonStop subsystems, the subsystem owner is “TANDEM”. 
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Step 4:  The Event Number box allows you to define a single threshold policy that would apply 

to all the events for a given owner.subsystem. By entering an asterisk, the policy will 

apply to all events that are generated by the Owner.subsystem. If a second EMS 

threshold is created for the same owner.subsystem, then the event will take the unique 

actions specified. For example, if the specific policy has a schedule that is a subset of 

the * policy, and the event occurs outside its specific schedule, it will be ignored. If you 

want the actions specified for the * policy to be taken for the event number outside its 

normal schedule, a third policy covering the rest of the day has to be created. 

The Event Number field can accept any string of 32 characters. The value can be: 

• Integer 

• Range, for example a:b, where a and b are numbers separated by a colon 

• Multiple integers separated by commas, for example 1,2,3,4 

• Multiple ranges separated by colons, for example 1:10, -5:-2 and 100:200 

• Multiple integers and range(s) together, for example 1,2,3,100:150, -100:99 

• Negative event number(s) and negative event range(s) 

 
Figure B- 4: AO Threshold Dialog Box with Event Number Information 
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Step 5:  Select the threshold violation criteria using The object is in violation, if box. Other 

fields in the Threshold area get activated depending on the selected violation criteria. 

 
Figure B- 5: AO Threshold Dialog Box with Threshold Information 

The EMS Object provides several Threshold options. If you are not familiar with EMS 

Tokens then it is recommended that you select either EXECUTE-DEFINED-ACTION or 

EVENT TEXT. 

• EXECUTE-DEFINED ACTIONS 

This threshold type is used when you do not need any additional qualification on the 

EMS event – when Owner.Subsystem and event number provide enough information 

to identify the EMS event message you want to process. After selecting the option, 

click on the Action button to define the action to be taken. 

• EVENT TEXT MESSAGE 

This threshold can be used for matching event text associated with the event text 

token or the text area of the EMS Message. The easiest method to test for text within 

an EMS message is using “contains value1”. The text can occur anywhere in the 

message and it is NOT case sensitive. 

• EVENT PASS VALUE 

This threshold type allows the user to check if the event contains the specified pass 

value. The pass value is associated with the filter that passed the event. 
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• EVENT SUBJECT 

This threshold type allows the user to check if the event contains the specified 

subject associated with the subject token. 

• EVENT SUBJECT AND MANAGER 

This threshold type allows the user to check if the event contains the specified 

subject and manager associated with the subject and the manager token, 

respectively. 

 Refer to the NonStop Server EMS Manual for details. 

The event must match both subject and manager to be considered a match. 

Step 6:  Set the monitoring for the objects as active using the Monitoring box. Monitoring is 

Inactive by default. 

 
Figure B- 6: AO Threshold Dialog Box with Monitoring Activated 
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Step 7:  Click on the Actions button to access the Actions dialog Box. Specify the EMS Alert, 

Recovery, E-Mail Alert, Page Alert and eEvents definition information in the Alert, 

Action, Mail, Page and eEvents tab pages, respectively. 

 
Figure B- 7: AO Actions Dialog Box 

Step 8:  Next, click on the ObjectMAP tab. 

 
Figure B- 8: AO Actions Dialog Box – ObjectMAP Tab Page 
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To add or Update the object to the map, select the Add/Update radio button. To specify 

the conditions that would cause an object to be deleted from ObjectMAP once they are 

met, select the Delete radio button. In case you do not want to add the event to the map, 

select the Do not map event radio button. 

The other fields on the tab page get enabled when you select the Add/Update or Delete 

radio buttons. To map an event using default attributes, select the Map event using 
default attributes radio button. This is the default option. The event can also be mapped 

using rule numbers using the Map event using rule number radio button and specifying 

the number in the corresponding field. To map an event using the subject or the manager 

token number, select the Map event using radio button and specify the subject and 

manager token numbers in the Subject token number and Manager token number 
boxes, respectively. 

Selecting the MAP event using radio button activates the Lookup token numbers 

hyperlink. Clicking on the hyperlink displays the EMS Event Token Numbers dialog box. 

 
Figure B- 9: AO Configuration Client EMS Event Token Numbers Dialog Box 

This dialog box can be used to select the Subject Token Name and Manager Token 
Name to get the corresponding number values in the Subject token number and 

Manager token number fields. 

You can also specify the duration for which the object is to be displayed in ObjectMAP 

using the Auto-remove object check box. Select the After radio button and specify the 

number of hours or minutes after which the object is to be removed from the map. 

Selecting the At time option allows you to specify the time when the object is to be 

removed from the map. 
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The Group Name and Threshold name boxes can be used to specify the group and 

threshold names, respectively. 

Step 9:  After entering all the relevant information, click on the OK button in the Actions dialog 

box. 

Step 10:  The Threshold dialog box is displayed. To save the information and to close the dialog 

box, click on the OK button. 
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C.  OOSSSS  LLoogg  HHaannd

This appendix contains an example of setting up OSS event for monitoring OSS l

forwarding these events to the Enterprise Management environment. 

Step 1:  Select the OSS subsystem in Object Class pane and click on the New Config
the Threshold menu. 

Figure C- 1: AO – New Config Menu Option 
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Step 2:  The Threshold dialog box is displayed. Select the Subsystem and Object Type as OSS 

and LOGFILE in the Threshold dialog box. 

 
Figure C- 2: AO Threshold Dialog Box with OSS Subsystem and LOGFILE Object Type Selected 

Step 3:  Specify the name and location of the OSS logfile in the Object File Name box. 

 
Figure C- 3: AO Threshold Dialog Box with OWNER.SUBSYSTEM Information 
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The Object File Name field can accept any string of 64 characters and is case-sensitive. 

Specify the complete path for the logfile in the field. For example: 

/home/tandem/admin/logfile. 

In case you are specifying a file in guardian format in an expand node, use the following: 

/E/<node name>/G/<volume>/<subvolume/file name 

Step 4:  Select the violation criterion in The object is in violation, if box and activate 

monitoring using the Monitoring box. You can also add comments, if any, in the 

Comments box. 

 
Figure C- 4: AO Threshold Dialog Box with Threshold Information 

Step 5:  Click on the Actions button to access the Actions dialog box. The dialog box can also 

be accessed using the Log Event Configuration link. 
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Step 6:  The Log Event tab page can be used to configure the Collector where the OSS events 

will be logged. The other information that needs to be specified in this dialog box 

includes Owner, Subsystem Num and Error Number. 

 
Figure C- 5: AO Actions Dialog Box Log Event Tab Page 

Step 7:  Specify the Recovery, E-Mail Alert, Page Alert and eEvents definition information in the 

Alert, Action, Mail, Page and eEvents tab pages, respectively. 

Step 8:  After entering all the relevant information, click on the OK button in the Actions dialog 

box. 

Step 9:  The Threshold dialog box is displayed. To save the information and to close the dialog 

box, click on the OK button. 
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D.  NNeettBBaattcchh  MMoonniittoo

This appendix describes how to set up NetBatch EMS thresholds to monitor jobs in Prog
jobs that Abended. 

The group and threshold names that are used in the ObjectMap panel do not have to 

what is documented here, but they need to be consistent. In this example, NetBatch is

name. Whatever name you use, it has to be the same for all of these thresholds. The

names used are JobsInProgress and AbendedJobs. Spaces are allowed, 

recommended not to use spaces, as two spaces between words will be considered diff

a single space. 

Only three Event numbers have been used here, but there are five thresholds defined. 

• Event 102 (job started) is used to ADD to the JobsInProgress group and DEL

the AbendedJobs group. 

• Event 202 (job ended normally) is used to DELETE from the JobsInProgress g

• Event 203 (job abended) is used to DELETE from the JobsInProgress group

to the AbendedJobs group. 

Follow the procedure described below to set up NetBatch EMS thresholds to monit

Progress and the jobs that have Abended. 

1. These thresholds will require you to tell AO what tokens to use in the ObjectMa

NetBatch has many tokens that are defined, but not all of them are used in 

messages, which get generated when a job starts, completes or abends. The first s

process is to collect the EMS token files for C. These files can be interpreted by AO

in your token selection: 

A.  From the Host Installation Client, select any Tandem node – preferably the on

most current Operating System. 

This step is performed only once per PC. 
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B.  Click on the Get Token Files button. 

This will prompt you for your password and then start downloading the entire “C” files 

from $system.zspidef. This process could take several minutes, depending on your LAN 

speed. 

2. The next step is to add the first threshold for event 102. This threshold will add the Job to the 

Jobs-in-progress window in ObjectMap. Specify the following information in the various 

fields. 

A.  Subsystem/Object Type = EMS/Event 

B.  Owner.Subsystem = Tandem.NetBatch 

C.  Event number = 102 

D.  Object is in violation if “EXECUTE-DEFINED-ACTIONS” 

E.  Comments – Any relevant text can be specified. 

F.  Monitoring – Active 

3. Click on the Actions button and in the displayed dialog box specify the following information. 

A.  Severity: Anything you want, eventually this will be enhanced to include Normal. 

B.  Click on the ObjectMap tab. 

a. Select add/update. 

b. Click Map event using. 

c. Click Lookup token numbers: 

i. Click where it says “select file to scan”. A list of files should be displayed. 

Select the file called ZBATC (netBATch). If no files are displayed, then step 1 

was not completed successfully. 

ii. In the left column (subject), select ZBAT Job Name ID. 

iii. In the right column (manager), select ZBAT Scheduler ID. 

iv. Click on the Done button. 

d. Enter NetBatch as the Group Name. 

e. Enter JobsInProgress as the Thresholdname. 

f. Click on the OK button. 

C.  Click on the Apply button. 

NNoottee::  Be sure you click Apply to save the information for the next entry.   
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4. Add the second threshold for the same event – 102. This threshold will DELETE the Job from 

the Abended window in ObjectMap. All the data from above should still be available in the 

add threshold window. 

A.  Change the comments if required. 

B.  Click on the Actions button. 

a. Click on the ObjectMap tab. 

i. Select Delete (at the top). 

ii. Change “JobsInProgress” to “AbendedJobs”. 

iii. Click on the OK button. 

b. Click on the Apply button. 

5. Add the third threshold. This one will be for the event 202, which signifies that a job has 

ended successfully. All the previous data should still be available from the previous add. 

A.  Change the Event Number to 202. 

B.  Change the comments if required. 

C.  Click on the Actions button. 

a. Click on the ObjectMap tab. 

i. Make sure that the Delete option is still selected. 

ii. Change “AbendedJobs” to “JobsInProgress”. 

iii. Click on the OK button. 

b. Click on the Apply button. 

6. Add the fourth threshold. This one will use the event number that is used when the job 

abends. This particular threshold will add it to the AbendedJobs window. 

A.  Change the Event Number to 203  

B.  Change the comments if required. 

C.  Click on the Actions button. 

a. Click on the ObjectMap tab. 

i. Note that the Delete option is still selected and the threshold name is 

JobsInProgress. 

ii. Click on the OK button. 

b. Click on the Apply button. 
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7. Add the fifth and last threshold. This is the abend event (203) and it will add it to the abended 

jobs window. 

A.  Change the comments if required. 

B.  Click on the Actions button. 

a. Click on the ObjectMap tab. 

i. Change the Delete option to Add/Update. 

ii. Change the threshold name to AbendedJobs. 

iii. Click on the OK button. 

b. Click on the OK button. 

When you view the thresholds in the main configuration pane, you should see five thresholds – 

two for event 102, one for event 202 and two for event 203. 

You can now use ObjectMap to view jobs that are in progress or in an abend state. However, 

since all of this is based on EMS messages, ObjectMap will not report any jobs that were started 

or abended before you added these thresholds. If you stop/restart ObjectMap, your pre-existing 

information will be lost and once again, you will only get information about new jobs that start, 

stop or abend. 

By clicking on the JobsInProgress entry in the left pane of ObjectMap and clicking the ListMap 

icon on the top and then doing the same for AbendedJobs, you can have two windows that are 

visible concurrently that show the list of jobs in progress and those that have abended. These 

windows will be updated in real-time as long as ObjectMap is communicating with the backend. 
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E.  DDeeffaauulltt  PPooll

The following table contains the list of pre-configured policies. These policies are c

automatically during the OVNM installation on the HP NonStop Managed Host if you 

Add Default Policies check box. 

Subsystem Object Type Threshold Poll 
Interval 

Repeat 
Every Escalate

CPU CPU CPU IS DOWN 1 min 0 min 30 min 

CPU CPU CPU QUEUE LENGTH > 5 1 min 0 min 30 min 

CPU CPU LOW PCBS IN USE > 220 1 min 0 min 30 min 

DISK DISK DISK IS DOWN 5 min 0 min 30 min 

DISK DISK PERCENT FULL > 80 5 min 0 min 30 min 

EXPAND LINE NOT STARTED 5 min 0 min 30 min 

EXPAND PATH NOT STARTED 5 min 0 min 30 min 

PATHWAY PATHMON PATHMON STOPPED 30 min 0 min 30 min 

PATHWAY TCP TCP IS NOT STARTED 30 min 0 min 30 min 

PLUGPLAY DISK DISK PLUGPLAY 14 min 32 min 30 min 

PLUGPLAY EXPAND EXPAND PLUGPLAY 14 min 32 min 30 min 

PLUGPLAY SNAX-XF SNAXXF PLUGPLAY 14 min 32 min 30 min 

PLUGPLAY TAPE TAPE PLUGPLAY 14 min 32 min 30 min 

PLUGPLAY X25 X25 PLUGPLAY 14 min 32 min 30 min 

PROCESS LOOPING 
ANY PROCESS IS 

LOOPING (DYNAMIC) 
2 min 15 min 30 min 

PROCESS PROCESS 
PROCESS IS DOWN, 

$ZPMON 
2 min 0 min 30 min 
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Critical 

Critical 

Critical 

Critical 

Critical 

Critical 

Critical 

Critical 

Critical 
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Subsystem Object Type Threshold Poll 
Interval 

Repeat 
Every Escalate Severity 

PROCESS PROCESS 
PROCESS IS DOWN, 

$ZPNS 
2 min 0 min 30 min Minor 

PROCESS PROCESS 
PROCESS IS DOWN, 

$ZTA 
2 min 0 min 30 min Minor 

SNAX-XF SUBSYS NOT STARTED 3 min 0 min 30 min Minor 

SPOOLER COLLECTOR 
COLLECTOR FILE 

PERCENT_FULL > 80 
15 min 0 min 30 min Warning 

SPOOLER DEVICE DEVICE ERROR 15 min 0 min 30 min Warning 

SPOOLER DEVICE 
DEVICE PRINT 

PROCESS ERROR 
15 min 0 min 30 min Warning 

SPOOLER PRINTPROC 
PRINT PROCESS 

ERROR 
15 min 0 min 30 min Warning 

TAPE TAPE MOUNTS OUTSTANDING 10 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

TCPIP PROCESS PROCESS IS DOWN 1 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

TCPIP PROCESS 
PORT IS IN FIN-WAIT 

STATE 
1 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

TMF AUDITDUMP 
AUDIT DUMP IS 

DISABLED 
1 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

TMF AUDITDUMP 
AUDIT DUMP IS 

INACTIVE 
1 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

TMF AUDITTRAIL CANNOT ROLLOVER 1 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

TMF AUDITTRAIL OVER FLOW IN USE 1 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

TMF TMF HUNG TRANSACTIONS 1 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

TMF TMF TMF IS STOPPED 1 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

TMF 
TRANSACTI

ONS 
TRANSACTION IS HUNG 1 min 0 min 30 min Critical 

X25 LINE NOT STARTED 2 min 60 min 90 min Minor 

FILESYS FILE AUDITED 30 min 60 min 0 Minor 

FILESYS FILE LICENSED 30 min 60 min 0 Minor 

FILESYS FILE PROGID 30 min 60 min 0 Minor 
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F.  SSuubbssttiittuuttiioonn  PPaarraammee
 

Parameter Name Description 

%s% Subject Name or Object Name which has violated thre

%m% Manager Name for the Subject that violated threshold

%e% Event Number of the event that reports violation 

%n% Node Name to which the subject belongs 

%ssid% Subsystem Name to which the subject belongs 

%ssn% Subsystem Number to which the subject belongs 

%sso% Subsystem Owner to which the subject belongs 

%t<Offset:length>% Event Text Message (default = <0:255>) 

%t(index)#TokenNumber% Token Number of the event that reports violation  

(default index =0) 

%lt^mmddyy% Log Event Time showing the date in mmddyy format 

%lt^mmddyyyy% Log Event Time showing the date in mmddyyyy forma

%lt^ddmmyyyy% Log Event Time showing the date in ddmmyyyy forma

%lt^ddmmmyyyy% Log Event Time showing the date in ddmmmyyyy form

%lt^mm% Log Event Time showing only the month 

%lt^dd% Log Event Time showing only the day 

%lt^yy% Log Event Time showing only the short year 

%lt^yyyy% Log Event Time showing only the long year 

%gt^mmddyy% Event Generation Time showing the date in mmddyy f

%gt^mmddyyyy% Event Generation Time showing the date in mmddyyy

%gt^ddmmyyyy% Event Generation Time showing the date in ddmmyyy

%gt^ddmmmyyyy% Event Generation Time showing the date in ddmmmyy

%gt^mm% Event Generation Time showing only the month 
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Parameter Name Description 

%gt^dd% Event Generation Time showing only the day 

%gt^yy% Event Generation Time showing only the short year 

%gt^yyyy% Event Generation Time showing only the long year 

%grp% Group Name in which the object is classified and organized. 

This is defined in the Group tab of Object Properties window 

%sgrp% Subgroup Name in which the object is classified and organized. 

This is defined in the Group tab of Object Properties window 

%cs% Current state of the configured object. This is applicable only to 

AO violation events. 

%cv% Current value of the configured object. This is applicable only to 

AO violation events. 

%v1% Threshold value1 for a configured object. This is applicable only 

to AO violation events. 

%v2% Threshold value2 for a configured object. This is applicable only 

to AO violation events. 

%transid% TMF Transaction ID 

%l.name% Location Name for the threshold created 

%l.str1% Location Address1 for the threshold created 

%l.str2% Location Address2 for the threshold created 

%l.city% Location City for the threshold created 

%l.state% Location State for the threshold created 

%l.zip% Location Zip for the threshold created 

%l.xstr% Location Cross Street for the threshold created 

%l.ph% Location Phone# for the threshold created 

%l.lcn% Location Contact Name for the threshold created 

%l.scn% Location Support Contact Name for the threshold created 

%l.cmt% Location/Threshold Comments 
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We would appreciate your comments on the AO Configuration Client Guide and Online Help. 

After you have read the Guide & used the software, please take a few moments to complete this 

form and return it to support@esq.com. 

Online Help 

1. The online help windows are easy to read. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. The screen help is clear and descriptive. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. There is enough information in the online help for me to complete the procedures. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. I can complete procedures using only the online help for assistance. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

5. I mind scrolling through windows of online help. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

6. Do you have any comments on how we display the information in the help window? 
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7. Would you use detailed reference help (3-4 screens) if we provide it? If so, are there 

any specific topics you would like us to cover? 

 

Manual 

1. The organization of the AO Configuration Client Guide makes it easy to locate topics 

quickly. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. The appearance of the pages makes it easy to locate information quickly. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. The flow of information allows me to complete tasks in a logical order. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. The notes stand out in the text. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

5. I use the index frequently. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

6. I can usually find the topic I am looking for using the index. 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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7. Are sections of the book confusing? If so, do you have any recommendations of how 

we can improve them? (Please be specific.) 

 

8. Have we left out any information that you believe should be included? 

 

9. The level of writing in this book is: 

Too Basic Just Right Too Technical 

(Please be specific.) 
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10. Do you have any other suggestions for improvement? 
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